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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Perhaps no other humanfactor is more directly relatedto
the success or failure ofa business than the communication
.climate of that organization.The communication climatein the
organizationwhichIresearchedisa compositeof my
evaluations and reaction toactivities that took place inthe
organization. Thus, the climatein which communicationoccurs
is a result of howorganizational members perceiveand react to
such factorsas information flow, support, trust,openness,
decision making, andperformance goals and standards(Downs,
1977).The rising cost of healthcare necessitates that health
care workers and employers examinetheircommunication
competency in the workplace.This research is acase study of a
health care organization.My goal is to identify andanalyze
those communication climatefactors which most greatlyaffect
this organization.
The organization whichI chose to study isadoctor's
office specializing in neurology.This business consists of2
twelve employees, an office manager, and a physician who is the
owner of the business.This case is unique in that the manager
and the physician are married.At the time this research was
conducted,it was the intention of the physician to employ his
wife as the manager in order to create more organization
andproductivity among employees.The employees are divided
into three work groups.This is a division which is created by
both occupation and the work environment.The front office
group consists of thereceptionist,secretary,fileclerk and
scheduler.The back office employees are the bookkeepers, the
medical transcriber and the insurance claims specialist.The
third group of employees can be categorized as the medical
technicians and are more educated and better paid than the other
employees due tothe demand for their skillsin the medical
field.There islittle employee turnover in this organization.
This research employs a multi-method approach to study a
single organization.The focus of this researchistoidentify
and describe communication problems inthis organization as
they affect climate factors. Igathered informationin order to
understandtheclimatethroughtheuseofobservations,
interviewsoftheemployeesandthemanager anda
questionnaire. Inthepresentationof my research, Iwill
describe my data findings and then offer an analysis of those
findings.My research uncovered five communication climate
factors whichIattribute as the sources of low employee3
productivity and morale in this organization.The first of these
isdecision making by management and the employees. I
examined the nature of decision making and the effects of
decisions on the employees.The second factor is trust within
the organization.There is an inherent lack of trust between
employees work groups and with management with can be
attributed to many factors present in the organization.Inthis
chapter, a discussion of communication distortion as it affects
trustis also presented.The third climate factorIaddress is
the extent to which performance standards are communicated to
employees andtheeffectsofalackofclarityofthis
information on employees.The forth factorIdiscussis the
system of rewards and disciplineinthis organization and the
effectofthissystemonissuesoftrustand employee
cooperation.
The final issuesaddressed are thoseof leadership style
and function.While leadershipisnot necessarily a climate
issue,it has a tremendous impact on the communication climate
of this organizationinthatitaffects employee perceptions of
fairness,trust,groupcompetitivenessandorganizational
effectiveness.The leadership style of the manager is discussed
atitaffects decision making, performance standards and the
rewards system in this organization.
These five communication climate factors are affected by
many variables which are unique to thisparticular organization.4
Thelength at which most of the employees have worked at the
organizationwithoutamanager makes themparticularly
resistant to change.Another factor whichis unique isthe
relationship between the manager and thephysician. The
relationship can beattributed many ofthedifficultiesthe
employees have in accepting the manger as the leader.A third
factor which must be taken into consideration is the inherent
personality ,factors which may be responsible for many of the
actions ofthe employees, managerandphysician.These are
issues whichmake the resolution of some of the communication
difficultiesthis organizationisexperiencingdifficult as these
are factors which are not easily changed.5
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Iwill discuss relevant research in three areas:health care
communication,organizationalclimate,andleadershipstyle.
These areas have been chosen as they are essential to the study
of the communication factors which Ihave observedinthis
medical office.
Health Care Communication
While there islittle research in the area of health care
communication between thestaffina medical organization,
what littleis known is useful for understanding the issues that
arepertinenttothissetting. Iwillbeginwiththose
communication skills which are most valued by employees in the
health care profession.Then,Iwill discuss the importance of
information flow and the tendency to regard the physician as the
leader of the organization as issues relating to this research.
To understand how patient and health care providers
communicate with each other,itis necessary to examine the
nature of the health care team. Patient and doctor communication
has been the focus of communication research in a healthcare
organization.Therefore, there islittle research regarding those6
communication skills of both the doctor and the staff which are
necessary forefficient communication within the organization.
However, research regarding the health care team has stressed
the importance of communication.The communication skills that
are necessary in a health care setting may often be different
that those in other types of organizations due to the complexity
of these organizations and the various levels of employees who
work closely together.Results of work done by DiSalvo(1986)
indicatethathealthcarepractitionersacrossoccupational
subgroupsvalue most strongly those communicationskills
which facilitatepositive, productive relationships.Relationship
building,listening,motivating, and exchanging information are
the core communication competencies importantinthe health
care setting.Thisistrue ofcommunication with superiors,
subordinates or patients.Health care professionals tend to place
astronger emphasis oninterpersonalcommunicationwith
patients and less emphasis onthistypeof communication
between employees and leaders.An examination of health care
employeecommunicationskillsindicatesthatwhen
communicating with superiors, giving and soliciting feedback are
desired.In addition, the exchange of routine information and
listening skillsis most desired(Becker and Ekdom, 1980).
The complexity of many health care organizations as well as
theamount of specialization of employeesin one organization
makes the importance ofinformationcoordinationessential.
DiSilvo suggests that successful communication ina health care7
setting appears to be more interpersonally oriented, needing less
directive leadership than business organizations of a different
nature.Forthisreason,informationflowinhealthcare
organizations must be directed and coordinated both internally
andexternallyforanorganizationtofunctioneffectively.
Korsch(1978)evaluated doctor communication characteristics
and found that communication is seen as an information exchange
processsuch as giving advise and asking questions.Employees
constantly need feedback regarding their performance to identify
performancegapsandtopromotechange(Kreps,1986).
Management oftenfailstorecognize andfullyutilizethe
information regarding improvements the employees can provide.
This contributes toineffective communication relationshipsin
theworkplace.Thisisaprobleminmanyhealthcare
systems(Boyer, 1977).
The doctor-patient relationship continues to remain the focus
of health care research, despite the suspicionthisis not the
most important aspect of communication to the health of the
patient.Successful medicalcare may depend on effective
communication among health care workers. Researchof
communicationinamedicalsettingstressesa dominant
physicianrole.Regardlessifhe or sheis given thetitleof
leader, research indicates that the physicianis perceived as the
leader by the staff. This dominant physician role has been
stressed regardless of the leadership training the physicianmay8
need in order to become an effective leader.Nagi(1979)
indicatesthatintradisciplinaryhealthorganizationsare
reluctant to engage inthe processes necessary to support a
leader other than the physician.Therefore, a common cause of
conflict may be themisconceptions regarding who is the actual
leaderinan organization and the contradictory directives a
health care staff receives from multiple sources in authority.
Pettigrew,Costello and Cassanta(1978),refertothe
communication process between doctors, staff and patients and
the importance of understanding how the parties communicate
witheach otherinorder to provide the best possible care.
Because ahealthcareorganizationhas many sourcesof
authority,thereareoftenroleconflictsandinformation
processingdifficultieswhichlimittheeffectivenessof
organizational communication(House, 1970; Wood lock,1983).
This,alongwiththedifferentcommunication needsof
employeesandorganizationalcomplexity,makesclear
communication essential.
Communication Climate
According to Dennis Redding(1972), the communication
climate ismorecrucialthancommunicationskillsor
techniques in creating an effective organization.The9
communication climate of this organizationisclearly affecting
the perceptions of the employees andisservingtocreate
inefficiency.One can understand the communication climate by
researching how people communicate with one another. This
discussionofcommunicationclimateaspartofthe
organizationalclimatewillbeginwithsomeofthemany
communication climate theories proposed.Second,Iwill discuss
Redding's theory of communication climate indetail. Third,I
willdiscuss issues relatingtotrust as a crucialpart of the
communication climate.
Definition of communication climate are debated.Therefore,
a review of those communication climate theories by James and
Jones, Lawrence and Lorsch, Kahr,and Redding, as they relate to
thisresearch are explored.Communication climate consists
largely of the perceptions employees have of the quality both
relationships and communication in the organization.James and
Jones(1974) suggestssix aspects of organizationallife which
affectperceptions of employees.These factorsare relevant to
this study as they directly relate to many of the communication
dysfunctionsIdiscovered.The first factoris the perceptions
the employees have of their importance in the organization.The
need of employees to feel they are valued by their employer is
not inherent only to the medical profession.All employees must
feel appreciated andessential to the team if there is to be high
morale.10
The secondfactoristheflowofinformationinthe
organization. Because of the nature of the medical profession,
informationis constantly changing regarding patients and their
needs. If the flow of the informationdoes not allow constant
adaptations to change,there islittle hope for proper medical
treatment.The thirdfactorispracticesrelatingtothe
motivationof employees.Ina fast paced environment which
demands much from employees,itis necessary to constantly
motivate employees to be efficient and accurate.The fourth
factor is that of decision making practices.The wayin which
decisions are made bymanagement and employees can have a
significant impact on the organizational climate. Employees
should feel that decisions are made intheir best interest and
they have a voice in the decision making process.The fifth
factoris the upward influence of employees.Management is
frequently unaware of the contradictory messages which are
sent to employees.They may tell employee tofeel freeto
discuss problems or tooffer criticism and at the same time
communicate disapprovalof feedback throughsubtlecues.
According to James and Jones, communication difficulties as
theyrelateto any of these fivefactors can determine the
organizationalclimate.
Because the purpose of this study is to identify those
climatefactorswhichaffectemployee performance,the
situational influences which affect employee motivation11
becomes relevant.Lawerence and Lorsch(1980) distinguish
eight structural dimensions used to characterizebehavior of
employees:.1.locusof formal authority,2.time span of
responsibility, 3. specificity of goals, 4. levels of
hierarchy,5.standardization of behavior,6.quality of formal
rules, 7. span of control, 8. rule specification.These dimensions
are usefulin describing thecharacteristics of an organization
which effectemployee performance.
Not every one of the situational influences described by
Lawrence and Lorsch is of relevance to this particular study. The
locus of formal authority, the specificity of goals, the quality of
formalrules,andrulespecificationarefactors whichare
contributing to the communication dysfunctions in this case.By
identifying those problems which are affecting communication
patterns,itis possible to make the changes which will increase
performance levels.
Another interesting climate theory was proposed by Kahn in
1964.Using this theory, the organization is pictured as a set of
overlapping and interlocking roles.Kahn's theory assumes that
the performance of any organizational member is a product of the
specific members with whom that personhas contact. One of the
most serious communication dysfunctioninthis organizationis
the relationship between employees.Kahn's theory is relevant in
thatitassumesperformance levels among workers could be
related to whom employees work with on a daily basis and the
perception of these employees that they do not work well12
together.
Redding(1972) proposes that climate consists of five factors
which can be examined to determine the communicationclimate
of an organization. The first of these factors is supportiveness.
Supportivenessisdefined as the way inwhich subordinates
perceivetheir communication relationship withtheir superior
helps them to build and maintain a sense of worth.The second
factor which contributes to the communication climateof an
organizationisparticipative decisionmaking.This typeof
decision making promotes an atmosphere in whichemployees
feel able to communicate with a true sense of influence.The
third communication factor described by Redding is trust asitis
affected by confidence in the leader and the credibility of the
that person.This includes the extent to which messages and
message sources are judged believable by the receiver.The
fourth factor isopenness and candor when communicating.This
includes the abilityof employees to speak with management
about problemsinthe worksettingandincludesupward
communication distortionissues.The fifthfactorisclear
performance goals.This can be described as the degree to which
performance goals are clearly communicated to employees.
Using Redding's theory as a framework to describe the
communication climate of this organization, Iwillfirst discuss
isthe way inwhich decision making by group members is
perceived by those in the group.Group interaction is especially
important in a medical setting as members are often13
interdependent.The way in which a member becomes a part of
the group will not only effect the communication interactions,
but will have an impact on the decision making process of the
group.Group competition also affects the way in which the
group will function when making decisions.The longer the group
isinexistence, the greater the chance that members have
assumed andidentifiedcertain functions and responsibilities
associated with decision making.
Using Redding's communication climate theory,itis possible
to discuss issues regarding trust. Communication which takes
placeina cooperative and trusting atmosphere haspositive
consequencesfor groupmaintenance and performance.Clearly,
trust can also function to create and alter the climate in which a
group conducts itsactivities.Deutch's theory of cooperation
andcompetitionlinkscooperativelyorientedgroupswith
positivecharacteristicsofperformanceandhealthy
relationships among group members.Competitive groups are
consistently less successful in these aspects.Little cooperation
among employees due tocompetitiveness for rewardsmay
create a lack of trust.Deutch's theory provides an explanation
for this behavior.
Another theory which links the poor performance of employees
totheirrelationshipwitheachotherisproposedby
Jackson(1959).Thistheory suggeststhat any productive
communication must be built on a climate of trust.When trust
exists, employees are more likely to communicateideas and14
feelings with more frequency andease.Management is also
likelytointerpret information with more accuracy.Therefore,
without a climate of trust between employees andmanagement,
thereisa much greater changeforpoor andinaccurate
communication.
Openness and candor isalso an essential part of the
communication climate.In order to completely understand the
dynamics ofinter-organizational systems, one must take into
account the flow of information into that system.Operational
effectiveness,definedasgoalattainment,issignificantly
relatednot only tothe amount of information received from
outside forces,but from organizational peers and leaders as
well.An examination of this type of communication in a medical
organization is important for a number of reasons.First of all,
the upward flow of communication supplies valuable information
for decision making by those who manage theactivitiesof
others(Sharma,1979).Second, upward communicationlets
management know when employees are ready for information
fromthemandhowwelltheyacceptinformationfrom
management. Third,upwardcommunicationallowsand
encourages grievances to surface and management to understand
conflictwithintheorganization. Fourth,itprovidesthe
opportunity to ask questions and contribute ideas to management.
Researchregardingupward communicationsuggeststhat
management ought to get information from employees which
describes unsolved work problems and offers suggestions for
improvements. Information regarding how employees think and15
feel about their job, their co-workers and the organization itself
is also valuable.
Research conducted by Osmo Wiio(1977) suggests a
relationshipbetweencommunicationsatisfactionand
communication structure.He also suggests that organizational
communicationsatisfactioncomes fromthedistanceand
directionofthe communication. Hisinvestigationintothe
effects of information flowinorganizationsprovidesinsight
into communicationin organizations as information flows from
employees to supervisors.Many employees direct comments
towards an individual with more authority than themselves.This
is the essence of upward communication. The openness and
candor of employees isinhibited when there islittle opportunity
for upward communication.Difficulty in encouraging employees
to communicate informationto management isdescribed by
Sharma(1979) whenhelistedfourreasons why upward
communication is so difficult.The first reason is the tendency
for employees to conceal their thoughts.Studies have shown
that employees feel they willget into troubleifthey speak
openly with management andthe best way to succeedis to
agree withthemanager.The second perceptionisthat
management is not interestedor concerned with their problems.
Employees oftenfeel management may not respond totheir
conflicts and may even stifle some upward communication.The
third finding is there is often a noticeablelack of rewards for
upward communication from employees.Management frequently16
failstoprovideeithertangibleorintangiblerewardsfor
maintaining upward communication channels.The fourth finding
is the perception of employees that management is unresponsive
toinformationfromthem. Employeesoftenfeelthat
management iseither too busy tolistento problems oris
inaccessible to them.
A distortion of upward communication occurs when one of
several kinds of modifications are made tomessages.There are
three types of communication distortion which are relevant to
this study.The firstis gatekeeping, which occurs when not all
of the information which has been received by an employee is
passed upward to management.The second is summarization,
which involves changing the emphasis given to various parts of a
message and therefore changing some or all of the intent of the
message.Withholding of useful information isthe third type of
communication distortion.This generaldistortioninvolves
actively changing thenatureof theinformationtransmitted.
Research suggests that modificationstothe transmissionof
messages areconsistentlyrelatedtothreefactors:the
employees perceptionofpower,perceptionoftrust,and
aspirations for upward mobility.Athnassiades(1973) also found
that the degree of upward communication distortion depends on
the employee's feelings of insecurity in their job.Therefore, an
employeeislesslikelytodistortcommunicationwhen
management and employee relations are positive and when there
is high job security.This research appears to mean that17
management often fails to understand problems which are facing
employees in the workplace due to the tendency for employees
who are insecure or ambitious to cover them up.This can be
particularly harmful to a medical establishment which relies on
accurate information to treat patients.
There are characteristics found in some organizations which
tend to encourage the distortion of messages.There are a
number of factors which may contribute to this distortion.There
is usually a tendency for an employeeto distortinformation so
thatitreflects on that position positively.Another factor which
influences the wayan employee communicates is organizational
hierarchy.Thehierarchyinanorganizationsuggeststo
employees who occupies positionsof authority and therefore
which employees are superior toothers.Thisresultsina
fundamental differenceinperceptionsof power.Therefore,
employees inthe lower levels of the hierarchy may feel they
must be cautious when communicating honestlywith those who
are considered to be more powerful than them.Information may
be distorted because a subordinate is careful to discuss things in
a superior'sinterest and may avoid certaintopics.A third
factorwhichencouragesthedistortionofinformationis
restrictions regarding whomakes decisions which affect others.
This perceived set of rules on the part of the employees may
resultin the restriction of information flow from alllevels.
The communication skills of organizational membersare18
relevant not only to the communication process itself, but to the
quality of the relationshipsgroup members develop.These
climate theories suggest a number of climate variables which
affectcommunicationinteractioninsmallgroupsettings.
These theories are useful in understanding some reasons for
communicationdysfunctionsinthisparticularhealthcare
organization.
Leadership
Leadership is defined as those factors which facilitate
group interaction andmove the group towards the completion of
a task.Prior to the 1950's, leadership research investigated the
traits of leaders.Since then, two major lines of research have
been initiated.One is concerned withfactors involved in the
emergence of leadership roles.The second lineof research,
whichisof greater concern tothis study,isthe connection
betweenleadershipbehavior and group performance(Evans,
1970).This emphasis is most likely a result of the presumed
importance of leadership functions in the organizational.
In order to understand the communicationclimate of an
organization,itisnecessary to understand the leader of that
organization and the impactthe leadership stylehas on the
performance of the employees and their view of the organization.19
This discussionwill include early leadership theories and
presentliteratureas theyrelatetoleadershipstyleand
behavior most appropriateina medical setting. Iwillalso
include a review of those leadership traits which may have an
effect onorganizational communication climate.Issues which
willbespecificallyaddressedarethosecommunication
competencies necessary tobe an effectiveleader such as
supportiveness, performance goals, and positiveinteractions
with employees.
There have beenseveral studies conducted which lend
credibility to the belief that leadership style plays a large role
in shaping the communication climate of an organization.This
discussion of leadership asitpertains to organizational climate
will includerelevant leadership theories and the importance of
each theory to a medical setting.
Studies of leadership style tend to concentrate on specific
leadership traits and disregarded the importance of interaction
betweenleaders and their staff.For example, a study conducted
bythestaffofthe OhioStateLeadershipProgram(1982)
discovered thatitis more important to address leader behavior
rather than leadership ability.This approach is summarized by
Munn(1980) and isrelevantforthestudyofa medical
organization for three reasons.First ofall, becauseitis the
perception of many in a medical setting that the physician is the
leader, there can often be power struggles between the perceived20
leader and the actual leader.Second, because of the importance
of few errors when working with patients and medications,itis
essential that there be effective communication between staff
and management.Third, most medical organizations havegreat
amount ofpatients andpaper work which makeshigh
productivityessential.The effectiveness of a leader can often
be measured in terms of group productivity and group solidarity.
Since this type of work often involves the health of patients,
the importance of good communication among management and
employees cannot be understated.
The second part ofthis discussion deals with those
communication competencies necessary to lead employees in a
medicalsetting.Many believethatleadershipisa major
determinant of productivity and organizational success. Early
research .on leadership effectiveness was centered on the leader.
Gradually the idea of group dynamics has emerged from the
social sciences with more of a focus on members of the group
rather than soly on the leader(Munn, 1981).The group dynamics
perspectivestressesthehumanelementsinvolvedin
communicationstyles. Someoftheresearchregarding
leadership shows several communication behaviors whichhave
an effect on group performance.For example, directness is an
attribute of communication which affects group performance.
Informationgivenbythephysiciantomanagement and
employees is often technical, therefore clarity is essential.In21
additiontothis,the degree to which a leaderiswillingto
initiateeffective communication strategieswillhave an affect
on the perceptions of employees towardsher.This
demonstrates a connection between leadership communication
and the employee's opinion of their leader. The degree to which
management provides employees with meaningful indicators of
work performance also influences organizational climate.
Groupsatisfaction is higher when the organizational leader
is considered by group members to be competent.The Institute
of Social Research at the University of Michigan has conducted
numerous studies in an attempt to find out those principles and
practices of leadership which directlyaffectproductivity and
job satisfaction.They found that when comparing employees
under general supervision with those under close supervision,
those with close supervision tend to be associated with low
productivity while those with general supervision show higher
productivity. Becauseofthesettingofmanymedical
organizations, employees are often under close supervision of
management atalltimes.Thiscouldbeleadingtoless
productivity.The second findingby theInstituteofSocial
Research is that there is a marked relationship between worker
morale and how willing the manager is to discuss work related
problems.'Additionally,high production groups show greater
loyalty, greater group pride, and a willingness to help each other
accomplish tasks.These theoriessuggest that a decline in22
worker morale may be a product of many factorsin addition to
employee motivation.
A similar program of research regarding the relationship
between communication and leadership was conducted at Purdue
Universityin1972. Muchofthisresearchhasdirect
implications for the study of leadership style in a medical
organization.One of the most relevant findings is that a positive
attitude towardscommunication is essential. Skill as a
communicator on the part of the leader, such as a willingness to
listen and responding to feedback in a positive manner, is also
linked with the quality of leadership.Therefore, the efforts that
a leader makes in becoming a good communicator will be
perceived by employees as positive.
Another relevant finding is that qualityleaders tend to be
solicitous rather than authoritative.This is especially usefulin
amedicalsettingas employees mostoftenhavehighly
specialized duties in which the leader is not functional.For this
reason, dictating duties may becounterproductive.Soliciting
information from employees about what they needwillbe
perceivedas a more positive communication style.A third
findingisthat a willingnessto share information about the
organization, such as giving advance notice regarding changes
and explaining reasons forchange, is positively related to the
qualityofleadership as perceived by employees.Because
employees in asmall medical organization are interdependent,23
advancenotice of change, and a thorough understanding of the
reasons forchange isessential.Research findings also indicate
that leadership is more of a function of the relationship among
members of the group. Thus,the perceptions of the quality of the
leader is related to the quality of the employee's communication
witheachotheraswell. Climatemeasuresoftrust,
supportivenss,openness, andinfluencealsocorrelatewith
perceptions of leadership.In a 1984 study, Tamayo identified
the types of messages used by managers which lead to employee
satisfaction with both the manager and with their job.Although
he found limited support linking supervisory messagesto job
satisfaction,hedidfindconsiderablesupport showinga
relationship between the types of messages used and manager
and employee communication satisfaction.
The third part of thisdiscussion is a review of leadership
as itis affected by gender.Small group communication research
supports the theory that men are more likelyto emerge as
leaders of a group.Nemeth, Endicott and Wechtler(1976) found
that even when men and women have the same interaction styles,
men will be perceived as the leader in a given situation more
oftenthan women.These resultshave been foundin
organizationalsettings as well.Denmark(1977), found that
females are compared with males in the organizational setting in
termsofperceivedleadership effectiveness due toexisting
stereotypes.Because the medical profession is one in which the24
high paying and powerful positions are most often held by males,
there is a tendency to regard the male as the individual with the
most authority.Research also shows that women perpetuate this
stereotype.Using Bales IPAS categories, Wax ley and Hunt
discovered that females as leaders agree with employees more
and ask for suggestions more often than men as leaders.This can
lead to the perception byemployees that a female leader is less
competent.
According to Patricia Hayes Andrews(1980), if a women does
not perceive herself as a leader, or is not perceived by others as
a leader, then her chances of functioning in a small group and in
anorganizationalcontextarelimited.Andrew'sresearch
exploresa variety of explanations which may account for the
lack ofacceptance of a woman in a leadership role.She
believes that since perceptions of leadership behavior in a small
group settingare often based on communicative acts,whether
theindividualissuccessfulinperformingthenecessary
communication behaviors will determine if she is successful in a
leadershiprole.Another explanation which may account for
perceptionsof leadershipabilityofwomenarethe
characteristics of the group defined as the self concept of each
group member and the leader.Macoby and Jacklin(1982) argue
thatself confidenceislower for women than men ingroup
situations.Since women may perceive themselves to be less
competent, they may be perceived by others as less competent.25
Another study by Andrews provides support for the claim that
self esteem has a substantial impact on an individual's chances
of being well received as a leader.Results of Andrews research
supports the theory that when self esteem is high, either gender
may be chosen as the leader.Therefore, low self esteem may be
a factor which contributes to the difficulties a leader may have
being perceived in that role by others.Group communication and
leadership research has also supported the theory that gender is
a valuable part of leadership emergence with men more often
being chosen as the leader.
Health care organizations are complex systems characterized
by networks of interdependent groups of health care providers
andprofessionalstaff whose activities must be constantly
coordinated.Therefore, health care professionals atalllevels
need constantly updated information.The information flowin
healthcare organizations must be directed and coordinated for
anorganizationtofunctioneffectively.The communication
climate of an organization is also clearly affected by it's
leaders.Climatemeasuresoftrust,supportiveness,and
openness have been shown tocorrelate withperceptions of
leadership.Thus itis evident that the perceptions of the quality
of the supervisorisrelated tothe quality of the employees
communication with that leader.Itis important to identify the
reasons for poor communication and begin to create solutions for
those communication dysfunctions.Goldhaber's research shows26
thatthemostimportantcontributortocommunication
satisfaction with the manager is the quality of the relationship
between the manager and employees. A manager who praises,
understands the employee's job, can be trusted, and with whom
the employees feel comfortable to disagree,will have a quality
relationship with employees.27
Chapter 2
METHODOLOGY REVIEW
This research employs a variety of methods:questionnaire,
interview, and observation,tostudy a single organization.
Specifically,this research seeks to describe and analyze the
communicationclimateofasmallhealthorganizationby
identifying the communication style of the leader and interaction
patterns among management and employees.The multiple method
revealed perceptions of employees regarding the communication
problemsinthisorganization.This study alsoinvestigates
member involvement in decisions which affects them, the clarity
and comprehensions of objectivesof theleader, andthe
employee support and reward system.
Observational Frameworks
Historically, observational methods have been associated
withsocialsciencedisciplines;particularlyanthropology,
sociology,and psychology.Observationalresearch,while
naturalistic,involvesa frameworkfordescribingbehavior.
Using a multiple methodology assisted in reducing uncertainties
in the interpretation of data.28
Researcher observationisanappropriatetoolfor
understanding how an organization is affectedby the climate
and leadership style for two reasons.First,climate reflects
interpretations of members in the organization and the extent to
which those interpretations are shared by others.Second, it
can be usedtodiscover how leadershipstyleaffectsthe
communicationinthis organization. Observational methods are
capable of generating types of data that are difficult to obtain
usingotherresearchmethods. Thestrengthsofusing
observation as a tool have been discussed extensively within the
observationliterature(Bailey,1978). Therearemany
characteristicsofobservationalresearch which makes this
method particularly useful for organizational assessment.The
observer who ispresent in an organization over an extended
periodof timeisat an advantage. Observations provide a
richnessofdatabyallowing identificationofcasual
relationships as well as patterns of behavior over time.This
maynothavebeenpossibleusingamorestructured
observational approach. Making observations using the Hymes
framework was particularly useful at the beginning stages of my
research asit gave me an opportunity to understand the daily
communication patterns of the organization.
The climate of an organization is revealed through both the
content of the messages between employees and management29
and the employees themselves.A well conceived observational
study can provide detailed information about the impact of
change on severallevelsoffunctioning,includingindividual
attitudes, small groupnorms and organizational climate, which
is of particular interest in this study. Observation is considered
tobe the most straight-forward method forcollectingdata
becauseitrelies on the direct reporting of communicationby
theobserverrather thanreportingofbehavior byothers.
Observation also allows the researcher todiscover patterns
because data is gathered over a period of time.A number of
observational frameworksdeserve discussion.
Bale's Interaction Analysis System
Psychologist Robert Bales developed the Interaction Process
AnalysisSystemin1951asatoolforthesystematic
observation of small groups by trained observers.This system
provides twelvecategories for use by the observer to make
judgments regardingbehavior.This procedure attemptsto
characterize the interpersonal communication patterns in the
group according to certain behaviors.
Bales proposes that age,gender,history, and the number of
individuals who enter and leave the group can be influential30
elements.The value of the Bales Interaction Analysis goes
beyond the data it produces.The observer is forced to make
judgments and therefore learns the patterns of the interpersonal
communication process in the organization.This system is value
oriented as to what is important to the observer. Therefore, the
observer must take into account the context and intent of a
statement.This tool was not used because in order forit to be
most effective,the observer should be trained andhave
verification of observations from other trained observers.
The Bales SYMLOG is a instrument which evolved from the
original form of observation used by Bales. Itis acomplex
computer assisted program.It has been found using the SYMLOG
system that even trained observers arrive atvarying conclusion
about which category an interaction takes place.For this reason,
this system of observation was not used.
Mann's Process Analysis Scoring System
This toolis used for observing and recording interactions
between organization members.There are six categories in this
system which are used to categorize statements by group
members regarding anxiety, guilt, depression and self esteem.
The researcher then uses these statements to understand the31
relationship between group members.This tool was not used as
itisdifficulttodistinguish between the ego state categories
involved.
La Forge's Framework
Another systemforcategorizationandanalysisof
observations in an organization was developed by La Forge.His
goal was to categorize the way verbal messages created meaning
ingroupsthroughtheestablishmentof 134different
classificationsfortalking.Thistoolisuseful due tothe
possibility for the intense evaluation of a conversation.Also,it
is difficult to look at the process of interaction as there isno
way of avoiding subjective evaluations.Due to the complexity,
this framework isnot useful for simple observations.For this
reasonIdid not use it in my research.32
Hemphill's Framework
In realizing the need to identify established characteristics
of a specific small group, Hemphill formulated a questionnaire
for use by observers to generate information about a given group
in a given context.This questionnaire contains 150 statements
which are scored on a true-false continuum.The results are
tabulated and are then interpreted.This instrument suffers from
theinabilitytoestablish how the observer arrivesat these
evaluations.Itis also difficult to support the evaluations of the
observer. For these reasons that this instrument was not used.
Hymes Framework
While the preceding observational systems could have been
used in this study, none of them seemed to be sufficient in giving
me the structureIneeded but also allow me the freedom to
observe many situations at the same time.The work of Dell
Hymes, however, seems insightful to these needs and was chosen
because of its flexibility and the richness of data it provides.
The Hymes framework was developed to describe any
instanceofnaturallyoccurringcommunicationinorderto
discover rules for speaking. This system includes eight33
componentsThe first component isthe scene.This is the
physicalsettinginwhich the communication occurs.The
culturaldefinitionofthesettingisalsoincludedinthis
category butisnotrelevanttothisresearch. The second
category is the participants.These are the individuals in the
scene and their relationship to other individualsin the scene.
The third category is the ends, which are the purposes, goals, and
outcomes of the communication from one individual to another.
The fourth category is the act sequence.This is the relationship
between what is said, how itis said, and how itis perceived by
others.The fifth category is the key, which is the tone, manner
or spiritin which the talk occurs.The sixth categoryisthe
instrumentalities which is the particular channel, language, or
dialect from one individual to another.The seventh category is
thenorm s,whichincludesthoserulessurroundingthe
interaction among participants and the interpretation of
communication.The eighth category, the genre, is the cultural
category of the communication and is not relevant to this study.
A benefit of using Hymes' framework for observational
research is that thisobservation style maximizes the chance of
discovering theunexpected.The inherentflexibilityofthis
method gave me the ability toshift focus when important or
interesting conversations took place andIwas able to record
relevant events with minimal structure.Therefore, this type of
naturalisticobservation was best suitedtoa studyofthis
nature.34
Observation Methodology
Each relevant category in the Hymes' framework was used in
eachsetting,regardlessofthelengthorscopeofthe
observational period.The data recorded involvessixmajor
categoriesinthe Hyme's framework. Irecorded detailed
observation as a narrative of ongoing behavior occurring within
the observation period.My observations focus on the patterns in
the "act sequence" and the "key" using Hymes' framework in order
toinfer the purpose and the outcome of communication .
Individualsand the location of the observation varied with each
visit.In most cases,Imoved between the front andback
offices.Those being observed were not informed of when I would
be present.Making observations unannounced was intended to
reduce employee tensions and feelings of being singled out.
Reoccurring events in the groups on different days served to
confirminitialobservations. Observingrepeatedevents
reinforced thefactthat behavior was authenticrather than
created for my benefit.
Detailedobservations were recorded onobservation
sheets(Appendix A).The observations are a descriptionof
behavior of the employees and the manager for a period of
approximately six months.An effort was made to keep the
information recorded free from observer interpretations.These35
interpretations were recorded elsewhere in order to separate the
facts from assumptions about why events occurred, evaluative
outcomes about the interactions, and attributions of intent.
Limitations of Observational Research
Criticisms of observational research focus on threeproblem
areas:the degree of reliability of observational data, the related
issueofvalidityof such data and concerns over the cost
effectiveness of observational research.Since the observer is
the instrument of data collection, the issue of reliability begins
with observer bias(Sieber, 1973).Factors such as the status of
certain individualsin theorganization and sympathy for those
being observed may contribute to favoritism by the observer. The
magnitude of such bias is difficult to determine in most
observational studies.By recording my personal reactions to
events andindividuals,itispossibletoanalyzepotential
biases(Jenkins, 1975).The problem of reliability can also be
overcome throughinternalconsistencyinthefinalproduct.
Precise fieldnotes can also serve as a reliability check.In
addition,remaining open minded and thoroughstrengthens the
reliability of my research.
There are threats to the validity of observational research as36
well. Oneofproblemswithvalidityisthatinmost
observational research, dataisrecordedinthe form of the
observer'sfieldnotes.This dataismost likelynot easily
interpreted by persons other than the researcher.The second
issueisthedifficultlyinassessingthevalidityofan
observationbasedstudy.Theproblemofselectivityin
observations cannot be avoided. Itis for this reason that a
multiple methodological approach will help to validate research
findings.Iftheresultsofseveraldifferentprocedures are
congruent, thereisa basisforproving thevalidityof the
findings.Thethirdlimitationtoobservationalresearchis
related to the cost involved.Thiswas not an issuein my
research.
Questionnaire Review
Iused a questionnaire to verify the observations which
were made andalsotogatherinformationregardingthe
employee's perceptions of their environment.There are many
instruments which are usefulin gathering information regarding
communication in organizations. Threeinstrumentspertinent to
this study are discussed.
The Management Audit Questionnaire measures the work37
environment and the human element.This toolisused to
evaluate the work structure of the organization.It can also
evaluateifthe structure provides a means for satisfying the
employees needs on the job,inparticular those needs which
cannot be satisfied throughthe formal work structure.The
author of this tool, Al Tate, states that the questionnaire was
designed to identify "people problems"and itis on this basis
that the questionnaire was not chosen asIwanted to identify
communication issues as they effect the performance of the
employees.Also, the questionnaire is limited in that responses
can only be yes, no, or not applicable.This would give me no
indicationof the extent to which the employee reacted to a
given statement.While the scoring of this instrument would
have been simple, the qualityof the data would have been
insufficient considering the small number of subjects who were
responding.
The "Motivation Feedback Questionnaire", found in the book
Effective Communication in Health Care by Harry Munn, is used to
inform the researcher of what motivates employees. This
instrument is lacking in thatitfails to include those personality
factors of each individual which could account for the motivation
of an employee in a particular setting.While the Likert scale for
measurement would be useful, communication factors which
affectthemotivationofthe employeesisnotaddressed.
Therefore, this instrument is limited initsability to assess a38
widerangeofpossiblecommunicationfactorsinthe
organization with regards to employee perceptions.
The Group Effectiveness Questionnaire as developed by Harry
Munn in1981 is used in this study(Appendix B).In formulating
the questionnaire, Munn supplemented original questions from
the CommunicationActivityQuestionnaire which was derived
form the work of McCormick,Jeanneret and Mecham in 1972.
This instrument measures communication factors which are
perceived by employees to affect communication effectiveness.
Although communication dysfunctions in an organization tend to
be difficult to evaluate,the G.E.Q. assesses communication in an
organization well.The advantage to using the G.E.Q. is thatI was
able to calculate numerical responses for the data,itis easy to
use,and the data extracts information from a range of topics
from one individual.
Questionnaire Methodology
A fifty item questionnaire was used to gather information
fromtheemployeesregardingtheirperceptionsofthe
communication problems intheir organization(Appendix C).A
Likert scale was chosen because it allowed for the respondents
to answer quickly and it allowed them to indicate the degree to
which their response was positive or negative.The respondents39
were instructed to take as much time as necessary to respond to
the questions but were asked toindicate their first immediate
response.They were also told that all information would be kept
confidential,a concern expressed by sevenofthe twelve
employees.
There are three drawbacks to relying on a questionnaire for
information.One of the limitations of using this method is that
theresearcheriscollectingreportsoftherespondents
perceptions which may be consciously or unconsciously bias.
Second, the data gathered using a questionnaire may also be
limitedinthatsubjectsarerespondingtopredetermined
categories. Third,it assumes a certain knowledge base on the
part of the respondent and may overly restrict answers. The
effects of these limitationswere reducedin two ways. I
interviewed the respondents so that they could explaintheir
perceptions. Additionally, Ichecked my interpretationsof the
datagatheredthroughthequestionnaireinlightofthe
information gathered through observations and interviews.40
Interview Methodology
The interview guideis based on the questionsinthe
Interpersonal Communication Audit and the work of Gerald
Goldhaber, author of Organizational Communication(Appendix D).
The questionsIasked provided me with a chance to explore
reasons for the actions and feelings of the employees.The
interview was structured around three issues:supportiveness,
openness and decision making.Everyemployee was interviewed.
The manager was interviewed as wellin hopes of discovering
differencesinperceptionsregardingtheleadershipofthe
organization as wellas other aspects of the organizational
climate.The questions were open ended and the respondents
were given as much time as they needed to answer a question. I
often asked follow up questionsinhopes ofvalidating the
answers of the respondents and to gain a thorough understanding
of the information being discussed.
Presentation of Data
The most serious problems effecting job performance in this
organizationisaresultofthe communicationrelationship
between management and the employees.Problems of failure to
receive needed information, difficultiesin decision making,a41
lack of cooperation, poor performance goals and the leadership
stylearethose factors which are creating a lack of trust and
ultimately communicationineffectiveness. The employees
perceive their manager to have less satisfactory communication
skills than she actually does, a case of selective perception in
which the employees are only seeing in the manager what they
want to see.This is an affect of the lack of trust that takes
placeinthis organization between the management and the
employees.The lack of information regarding the reasons for
decisions by management isalsohaving an affect on the
employeesperceptionoftheirmanager.Informationwas
gathered through the use of observations,interviews and a
questionnaire.
Iwill begin with a discussion of the decision making process
of the employees.There are three reasons this processis
negatively affecting employee's perception of the organization.
These reasons include the way in which problem solvingis
approached by employees, the differenceinthe goals of the
employees, and the tendency to place blame on each other. Next,I
will discuss staff meetings and employee interactions.Third, I
will discuss cooperation and competitionissues as they affect
trust and supportiveness.The failuretoreceive adequate
information from management is causing a lack of trust.This
has led to a lack of group cohesion and distortion of upward
communication.The following chapter willpresent issues I
attribute to thepoor performance goals of employees.This42
includesthe manner employees are rewarded, thelackof
individualrecognitionfor work and thelackof a discipline
system. The final chapter will be a discussion of the leadership
style and the effects of this style on the organization.43
Chapter 3
Decision Making By Employees
This discussion of employee decision makingfocuses on
decisions made byemployees duringstaff meetings.Employee
meetings are hastily organized and without a clear focus.The
staff often leave the meeting feeling frustrated, disorganized,
and unclear as to the decisions which were made.
There are two problems affecting employee decision making
during staff meetings which willnot be discussed indetail but
are significant.First,meetings are held on Friday afternoon, a
time in which few of the employees are interested in the task.
Because of the meeting day, there is only one hour to meet,
between 4:00 and 5:00 p.m.Because of the day and the time of
the meetings, the employees are often tired and do not want to
discuss issues, therefore, those employees who are the most
vocal and persistent intheir views usually have the decision
made in their favor. The second problem is that minority opinions
are not protected during these meetings.Open participationis
not encouraged as minority opinions are subtlyridiculedor
ignored.Comments from group members such as"that's
ridiculous" and "that will never work" discourage members from
stating their opinions.These examples serve toillustrate the
tremendous amount of submissiveness to more aggressive44
members and promote an atmospherein which there is very
littlecohesiveness between employees who workindifferent
areas of the office.
Because thereis solittle time for the staff meetings,
members are often hostile for the majority of the time and have
little time to focus on relationship building and solidarity after
conflicts are resolved. Ihave chosen toillustrate the decision
making process ofemployees by analyzing the way in which a
typicaldecision was made.The employees were giventhe
problem of deciding among themselves if they would like to be
paid on a salary basis or by an hourly wage. Thisis an issue
whichhascreated much resentment between employees
towards the manager and of each other.
Data Presentation
Questionnaire:A number of questions pertaining to employee
attitudes towards decision making were asked.A lackof
agreement regarding a statement on the questionnaire which
asks about satisfaction regarding group decision making was
discovered.In the questionnaire section titled Problem Solving,
employees responded to statements regarding responsibility for
decisions,conflict when decisions by the group are made,45
degree of satisfaction with the decision making process, and
staff meetingproductivity.
Responses to the questionnaire weresimilar among groups
of employees who worked in the same area of the office.I found
that all employees who work inthe front office aresatisfied
withdecisions made at the staff meetings.Ialso found alack
of disagreement inthe decision making process among those
employees who aretechnicians.Seven responsestothe
statementthat"groupmeetingsareactionoriented" were
positive although eight employees express dissatisfaction with
the solutions generated during the meetings. In addition,allof
the employees expresseddissatisfactionwiththe decision
making skills of the group.The questionnaire also asked the
employees to respond to the statements, "my group presents
several options before proposing a solution to a problem" and
"thereis a high degree of commitment towards group goals".
Seven out of the twelve employees responded "disagree" and two
responded"slightlydisagree"toeachofthese statements.
Responsestothestatementthat"my group acceptsthe
consequences when we make the wrong decision" varied among
employees.Eight of the employees agreed that there is a high
degree of commitment among employees towards goals in the
organization. Nine of the twelve agree they are not usingskills
necessary to reachgoals duringdecision making.46
Interview:The employees were asked a number of questions
regarding decision making. When asked what changes they would
like to see in this process, eight of the employees responded that
they would like to see a change in the staff meetings. Nine of the
employees were very negative about how decisions are made.
Employees consistently stated there is alack of agreement with
decisions. Iasked them why they did not discuss this problem
at the meetings.Comments from employeeswere "I guess Ijust
like to hear what others have to say" and "I know ifIever got
started Iwould probably go off soIkeep my mouth shut".
Another employee answered that she does notknow why
decisions are made the way they are.
Those employees who work in the front of the office gave the
most positive responses regardingtheir satisfaction with the
decisionmakingprocess. Idiscussed withthefrontoffice
employees how they feel about changes which are occurring.
Each of them stated that do not like the changes in the office
becauseitmakes their jobs more difficult.Seven of the
employees expressed their discomfort withthe tendency to
blame each other for problems.Employees are unhappy with
staff meetings and the decisions which are madebut have
difficulty expressing ideas for changeor what exactly makes
the meetings unproductive.
Observations:I observed three employee meetings.The
employees meet twice a month to discuss difficulties in the47
daily operations of the organization which may be occurring.
Sometimes the manager ispresent at these meetings.The
employees are paid for the hour that they meet and are rarely
productive during that time. Duringeach meetingI observed
conflict and hostility among employees. Inoticedthe meetings
are unproductive and much time is wasted due to arguing.
Employees tend to discuss issues among those with whom
they work prior to meetings and then present a united front for
discussion. Because ofthis,there are three groups of
employees who conflict in their opinions and goals.The front
office employees tend to want littlediscussion of the issues.
They tendtomonopolizetheconversationandconsider
themselvesauthoritiesontopicsbeingdiscussed.These
employees ofteninterrupt comments made by others.The
techniciansand especiallythe backofficeworkers seem
intimidated by these co-workers. They wait until the end of the
meeting to express their ideas and concerns. Iobserved the
phases that the group passes through as they made thedecision
if they were to be paid by the hour or by salary.There was a
noticeable increaseintension throughout the entire decision
making process.This tensionincreased the closer the majority
came to reaching a decision. The group seems unable to move
from the conflict stage to development or integration.The
employees left eachmeetinghostile towards one another.48
Data Analysis
The way inwhich problem solvingis approached by the
employeesisthefirstreasontherearedecisionmaking
difficulties.Group approaches to problem solving and decision
making can either be a productive tool for increasing employee
involvement or a factor which creates conflict.The employees
have developed some decision making rules.These rulesapply
simply because the new members have been told that this is how
decisions have always been made by the group.For example, the
front office employees set the agenda for meeting.The front
officestaff has control of the meetings because they alwyss
have. Because other employees are not included in this process,
there is low involvement in the decision making process.
An example of the poor appraoch employees take towards
decision making was observed when the employees were asked to
decide if they would like to work on an hourly wage system or by
salary.In the past, employees were allowed to choose between
the two alternatives.Because those with a higher education
level could make more money with an hourly wage system, and
those with little education could make more with a salary
system, there was much disagreement.Groups of employees
tended to take a stand on a particular issues and refuse to
deviate from that opinion.Thismade compromise between each49
group almost impossible.
The approach to decision making taken by employees also
createsmuch wastedtime. Moststudiesofgroup
communication have paid little attentionto the problem solving
abilities of group members.Members varied in their approach to
problem solving and thisiscertainly a cause of much of the
conflict during group decision making,For example, group
members differ in their task orientation and the speed at which
they makedecisions.They often havevariousgoals regarding
the outcome of the decision.In addition, group goals are rarely
decided on at the beginning of the meetings.Therefore, there is
usuallylittle progress made towards meeting group goals until
late into the meeting time.
According to Goodall(1985), there are five common sources
ofcommunicationproblems experiencedbysmallgroups:
interruptions while someone else is speaking, conflicts because
a statement was made, no questions were asked, conflicts
because of silence, and conflicts because of too much talking.
One of the most apparent decision making problems within the
group is interruptions which constantly occur when someone is
speaking.These interruptions often occur when someone is
making a statement which conflicts withgeneral opinions of the
groupThis behavior on the part of all of the employeesstems
from their failureto actively listen to other members of the
group, a basic group problem solving skill.50
Theorists and researchers have characterized decision
development as a unitary sequence, with all groups passing
through stages in order to arrive at a decision.Poole(1981)
describesfivephases:orientation,conflict,coalescence,
development and integration.Thereislittleactive problem
solving occurringin any of these five phases. Because group
members rarely took the time to elaborate on details of any
proposed solutions and therefore they were not forcedto
thoroughly think about the affects of each decision. Tensions
continue to build throughout the meeting because the group never
fully reaches a consensus.Members of the groupleave the
meeting very dissatisfied withnot only the decision making
process, but with the decision itself.
The second reason for decision making difficultiesisthe
inherent difference in the goals of each employee.There isa
lackof decision making satisfactionparticularly from those
employees who are highly trained technicians.This could stem
fromtheirlowinvolvementintheorganization,withtheir
manager.It may also be because they are the highest paid
members of the group and have different needs than those
employees withlower incomes.Because minority opinions, such
as those of the technicians are not protected,employees have
become self conscious about what they say and avoid presenting
ideas which they feel will not be accepted.This has created a
loss of creativity and new ideas. There is much resentment on51
the part of the techniciansand they react to this by
withdrawing from the conversation inmeetings. These
individuals feel that they are not heard and that those who do
speak often do not want them involved in the decision making. A
group communication pattern of reinforcing the attitudes of the
lower income employees and their desire for a salary has been
established.Those employees who wait until the end of the
meeting to express their concerns are not given any feedback or
response in comparison to those who speak at the beginning of
the meeting and are allowed to defend their position a number of
times.The employees whoare highly educated tend to be more
passive during these meetings and therefore decisions are often
made which affect them negatively.Thisdegree of passiveness
is most likely due to their low degree of involvement within the
organization,a continuouscycleofnoninvolvement and
passiveness.
Considerable research has focused on the affects of active
and passiveparticipationindecision making and levelsof
commitment once the decision has been made.These studies
indicate that individuals who are more committed to a decision
have a better attitude regarding that decision and are more likely
to follow through withits implementation.While all members
are present at these meetings, few are actual participants.This
is a factor which contributes to the lack of cooperation among
employees and the perception by employees that decisions52
affecting all group members are not made by those members.
Lloyd Goodall(1985) states that as relationships develop
within a group, individuals begin to sense who assumes each
role and with what affect.Because of thecriticalfunction
performed by the decision makers of the group, there islittle
tolerance of dysfunctional communication skills by members of
thegroup towards eachother.Therefore communication
dysfunctions are often attributedtodeficienciesincharacter,
training, and intelligence rather than poor communication skills.
This attitudeisexpressed by the technicians with the most
frequency.Comments after the meeting such as If they had
gone to school they wouldn't have such money problems" serve to
illustratethispoint.Thispolarization among groupsof
employees is due to an increased amount of tension,stemming
from the method in which decisions are made.
Poole, McPhless and Seibold(1982) developed an understanding
of how communication determines the quality of decisions made
by small groups.Their findings suggest the need to look strongly
at the influence generated by arguments in which group members
take stands during theinitialinteractions of decision making.
The needs of the technicians who wanted a hourly wage system
were not met during the decision making process. The decision
made by those individuals whose needs were met had a negative
affect on the attitudes of one group of employees towards the
other.Those employees who work in the front part of the office53
have a tendency to monopolize the decision making process.
Their rationale for this, as expressed in the interview, is that
they are the most affected by these decisions.Animosity
between groups of employees who work in different areas of the
organization has obviously developed, especially towards those
in the front office.Those who work in the front office often tell
others that they lack the knowledge of office procedures to make
informed decisions.This problem relates to Goodall's theory
that communication difficulties are often referred to as a lack
of intelligence or a deficiency in character by those who are
unsatisfied with the outcomes of a particular decision.
The thirdreasonfordecisionmakingdifficultiesinthis
organization isdue to the tendency for employees toblame each
otherfortheirinabilitytodefine andreachgoals.The
employees have a tendency to look at the problemor the reason
for the problem, as a situationin which someone in the office
should be blamed.By doing this, group members take away any
responsibility each of them may haveincontributingtothe
problem or the solution.Those members who have worked in the
organization for many yearshave a greater tendency to do this,
most likely due to their adversity to change.They react to this
perceived threatby using their authority and power during the
employee meetings to advert change. The assumption of the
employees is that if they can shift the blame to another group of
employees,there will be less change in their part of the54
organization.There is a tendency to allow thoseindividuals
receivingblame verylittleinfluenceinthe decision making
process, evenifthe decision will greatly affect their work.If
the employees can not find a person or a group of people to place
the blame for the problem then the manager is usually blamed.
There are a number of reasons which may account for the
inabilityto define goalsduring the decision making process.
The first is member resentment towards each other.A group
will be significantly influenced by the degree to which members
like or dislike one another and are attracted to one another.
Similaritiesofbackgrounds,valuesandexperiencesare
conducive tomutual attractiveness.The employeesinthis
organizationhaveverydissimilarfamilyandeducational
backgrounds.For example, four of the employees have a high
school degree, four a college degree, and four have a college
education as well as technical training.This diversity has an
affect of polarizing according to educationlevel.There are
obvious salary differences which contribute to this polarization
as well.The affect of this polarization based on income and
education is thatemployees tend to focus on these issues during
thedecisionmakingprocess.Consequently,thereislittle
sympathy for the position of others.Group decision making in
thisorganization should be replaced byindividualdecision
making in which the individuals who are directly affected by the
solution are given the opportunity to discuss the issue with the55
sympathy for the position of others.Group decision making in
thisorganization should be replaced byindividualdecision
making in which the individuals who are directly affected by the
solution are given the opportunity to discuss the issue with the
manager.The manager should ask for employee input regarding
decisions which affect employees but should make thefinal
decision individually and not deviate from her decision.In order
for there to be increased group effectiveness, each group member
must acquire a reasonable understanding of what she should
contribute to the group. Since the goals during the decision
making process are oftenill defined and will impact each
employee differently,there will always be a certain amount of
conflict.
A reason for the tendency of members to place blame on each
other isthat communicationishighly personalized.Members
often refer to past conflicts in order to make a point regarding a
policy change.This is a tool for members to find fault with past
decisions and gain power and control over the conversation.For
example, employees inthe back office constantly refertoa
recent situation in which a patient was told by those in the front
office that his appointment with the doctor had to be canceled
due to overbooking.The patient was soon admitted into the
hospital and passed away due to a brain hemorrhage. Those in the
back office use this event topoint out the inefficiency of the
front office employees.Therefore, the tendency for employees56
The forth reason for the lack of quality decision making is
the lack of a neutral leader.Evans(1970)proposed the following
statement as the core of his path-goal theory of leadership:If
the leader of the group acts in a considerate way towards group
members, providing structure while at the same time informing
group members that their rewards are contingent upon their
performance, the motivation and productivity of the group will
increase.
Because there is a lack of leadership during the decision
making process, there is a lack of structure.Those in the front
office plan the meetings and therefore have an advantage in that
they are given a chance to think about the issues and prepare
possible solutions.In these situations,itis apparent the poor
decision making skillsof the entire groupisenhanced by
statements and actions taken by group members.Group members
do not share information and are heavily influenced by one
member's viewpoint, makingitdifficult to share information and
brainstorm for solutions. The approach whichistaken to
problem solvingisthe reasonfor poor decision making of
employees. This approach is characterized by alack of clear
goals, a lack of leadership, andthe tendency for employees to
place blameThe effects ofpoor decision making on the
employees is alack of employee cohesiveness, motivation to
completethedecisionmaking,greaterconflictescalation
opportunitiesand greateranxietyregardingtheaffectsof
decisions made by the group57
Chapter 4
Decision Making By Management
It has been noted thatitis leadership behavior rather than
leadership skill can be the most important factor when assessing
thequalityoftherelationshipbetween management and
employees. The leadership behavior displayed by management can
have a tremendous impact on the productivity of the employees.
Somekey communication behaviorsareempathy, directness
andopenness.There are three issues which are creating a lack
of trustin management decisions. The first of these is a lack of
empathy regarding employee's work schedules.The second is the
way in which she reacts to decisions made in her absence.The
third is the lack of confidence that she displays in her decisions.
Presented is a discussion of these issues andthe effects on
employees.
Data Presentation
Questionnaire:Responses tothequestionnaireregarding
management decision making andeffects of those decisions
were fairly negative. The responses remained similar among58
groups of employees, When discussingif the manager asked for
ideas about better planning, all of the employees except those in
the front office were dissatisfied.Asked if they were satisfied
with the manager accepting the consequences ofdecisions,
responses varied.Four of the employees wereneutral or iand
seven were inslight agreement, with those in the front office
slightly dissatisfied.Thiscontradictsinformation gathered in
the interviews.Those employees who work in the back office are
themostdissatisfiedwiththeirabilitytoinfluencethe
decisions of the manager with front office workers being the
most satisfied.Allof the employees, exceptthe medical
techniciansaredissatisfiedthatthe managerisawareof
problems pertaining to their work "and with the manager keeping
theminformedofthoseproblems".Eightofthetwelve
employeesrespondedthatthereislowcommitmentto
performance standardsinthe organization.All were confident
that the manager fairly represents their interests when speaking
with the owner of the organization about them.
Interview:ResponsesIreceived during the interview regarding
the manager's decision making were very similar to those in the
questionnaire, with the exception of comments made regarding
the manager accepting responsibility for her decisions.Seven of
the employees responded that they feelshe does not have
confidence in her decisions and that her opinions regarding a59
decision are easily changed.They feelitis very easy for them
to change her opinions and many admitted to making her feel
guilty aboutdecisions she had made.When asked if they felt
the manager listened to their opinions, nine essentially stated
that"she giveslittlethoughttothe consequencesofher
decisions".They are grateful that they are asked to make
decisions among themselves regarding some policies, such as the
question regarding payment.However, they do not feel as though
they are always given the opportunity to discuss decisions which
affect them. When asked aboutdecisions made by the manager,
the employees describedthree factors which are contributing to
the lack of credibility of her decisions.The firstis her lack of
understanding regarding the effects of her decisions, the second
is the way she responds to decisions made in her absence, the
third is the lack of job confidence that shehas in her decisions.
Idiscussed the manager's decision making abilities with her
during aninterview.She believes that she is very committed to
helping her employees solve problems. Iasked her about her
commitment to her decisions.She said that she is often unsure
if she has made the right decision but she must take into account
what is best for the office, not what is best for the employees.
She also stated that one of the communication weaknesses of the
organization is the staff meetings but she does not know how to
make the employees stop fighting during those meetings.I asked
her if she is confident in the decisions she makes.She said that60
she does not know everything about the office and must rely on
advise from employee'.She feels comfortable making decisions
because she knows that she will be the manager as long as her
husband owns the practice.She also commented that she makes
decisionswhich are in the best interest of the business and she
is aware of thehostility created within the organization and
knows much of itis directed towards her.
Observations:While the subject was not discussed during the
interview,Iobserved much hostility towards the manager when
the employees worked on the weekends.There were many
negative comments made about the manager and her lack of
leadership skills.During the weekends, the employees worked
slowlyand were unproductive.The manager tried to make it
enjoyable but the attitudes of the employees prevented this. I
found thatemployees are well aware of her lack of confidence in
her decisions and they use this to make her feel guilty about
them.The manager often asks her husband and some of the
employees how decisions should be made. When the employee's
witness her discussing options withothers, they often make
sarcastic comments regarding her abilities.
When she is not in the office, the employees must make
decisions for her. inoticedfrustration among employees when
making these decisions as many try to pass the decision to
someone else.The manager is frequently angry about the61
decisions which are made inher absence. Inoticed that the
manager is very critical of the decisions which employees make
in her absence.She leaves the office at various times during the
day, sometimes for the entire afternoon.She often refutesthe
decision or informsthe employees of reasons why the choice
they made was incorrect.Consequently, the employees are
reluctant to make any decisions in her absence.Many patients
and potential patients are told to call back when the manager is
in, and manyare not given the information they need for the
same reason.
Data Analysis
One problem regarding the manager's decision making skills
is her lack of awareness regarding the effect her decisions have
on employees.The employees believe that the manager gives
littlethought tothe consequences ofher decisions on the
employees.The effect is that employees regard many of the
decisionsshe makes to be ineffective and without merit, even
though this is not always the case.For example, the employees
were told when they began working that they would be required
to work on weekends on short noticeifthere is an excessive
amount of patients which are scheduled for Saturday.The
collective attitude regarding this policy is one of aggravation.62
She often forgets to inform employees of the days and times they
must work.This places the employees in a position of reminding
their manager when they must work on weekends.This tasks
serves to further aggravate an already tense situation by making
the employees feelundervalued and thattheirsacrificeof
working on a weekend isinsignificant to the manager.Her
decision toregard weekends as regular workdays has made
employees very resentful and has created low morale.The
employees perceive her lack of awareness regarding the affects
of her decisions to be a factor created by her statusinthe
office.She makes decisions which benefit her schedule and the
schedule of the doctor.This leadership style is having a negative
impact on the quality of the relationship between management
and the employees.If the manager were to solicit the advice of
the employees regarding the best way to handle an overbooking of
patients, the perception of the decisions made by her would
greatly improve.
The second problem regarding the manager's decision making
is the way in which sheregards decisions madein her absence.
One of the indicators of a positive communication climate is the
amount ofsupportthat management givestoemployees.
Supportiveness, for the purposes of this study,is the way in
which employees perceive that the manager helps them to build a
sense of self worth and value to the organization.The criticism
of work donein the manager's absence is creating a loss of self63
worth among employees.An example of this is an instance when
sheleft the officefor the day and was very criticalof the
decisions made by employees in her absence.Statements such as
"why didn't you call me about that?" and "why did you do it that
way?" have served to cause make employees feel unappreciated.
Most of her criticismsstem from a continuous overbooking of
patients and insurance difficulties.
Employees react to her criticisms as if there is no way for
them to please her.Theyhave developed a tendency to make
"safe decisions"inthe manager's absence even though such
actions result inlittle task accomplishment.Research
demonstrates that groups tendtotakeriskierpositionsin
decision making than do individuals.This is an interesting point
as the group consistently takes the safe positionin order to
avoidreprimands.For example, they may tell a patient or
another medicalofficetocallback later and speak tothe
manager.Many factors contribute to this, the most significant
is thatemployees are paid a salary and have little immediate
investmentinmaking sure that a great amount of workis
accomplished when the manager isnot in the office.Another
reason for the the lack of risky decision makingis due to the
inconsistency of information regarding officepolicies, causing
employees tend to take asfew risks as possible to avoid making
a mistake.64
The lack of confidence that the manager has in her decisions
isthe third decision making problem.This lack of confidence
stems from two factors.The firstis that the manager assigns
tasks with very little thought or planning.Employees in each of
the three work areas responded that there was low commitment
to performance standardsinthe organization.Thisismost
likelyduetothelackofinformationregarding whois
responsibleforcertain tasks.Consequently,thereis
disagreement between employees regarding task division and
quality of work.
Second, is the tendency for employees to overly exaggerate
their work load.There are often reactionary statements made
which causes much unnecessary tension.Much of this
overreaction takes place during the decision making process.
When a policy change is made by the manager, she is usually
unaware of the consequences of her decisions.This results in
employees performingnonessential dutiesstrictlyforthe
benefit of the manager. This serves to lessen her credibility as a
leader to a great extent.
Because of theover reactions to decisions on the part of the
employees, the manager often backs down on decisions she has
made if there is enough vocal resistance.This inhibits her from
implementing many decisions due to resistance to change and
gives the employees some controlwithintheir work setting.
Additionally,if the leader isnot perceivedto be a quality65
leader, then her chances of functioning well are limited.
Performanceselfesteem has asubstantialimpact on an
individual's chances of being well received as a leader.Her self
esteem may be affected by the notion that employees consider
her to be a less effective leader than the doctor.This could be
due to many existing gender stereotypes as well as resentment
regarding how she became the manager.Therefore, issues which
must be addressed regarding decisions made by the manager are
lack of knowledge regarding the effectsof her decisions on
employees, the way in which she regards decisions made in her
absence, and a lack of confidence on the part of employees and
the manger regarding her decision making abilities.66
Chapter 5
Cooperation and Competition
This chapter will include a discussion ofcompetition and
cooperation issues between the three work groups of employees.
Iwillfirst discuss the failuretoreceive needed information
from management as a factor in creating a lack of cooperation
among employees. Iwill then discuss the three groups and the
cohesion displayed between them as a basis for understanding
the lack of trust between the groups.Next, Iwill discuss the
distortion of upward communication asitrelates to the lack of
cooperation and increased competition between employees and
management. Last,Iwill discuss the defensive behavior and
competitiveness among employees as itis relates to trust.
DataPresentation
Questionnaire:The questionnaire responses indicate there is a
lack of trust between employees.This problem issignificant in
terms of the trust between employees who work indifferent
areas of the office. According toquestionnaire responses, the
technicians are most resentful of the decisions which are made,67
and of the other two groups of employees.All of the employees
expresseddissatisfactioninanumberofareasrelated
cooperationsuchasthedistributionofinformationfrom
management and from each other. Responses to the statement
that "employees can count on their manager to be reasonable"
were positive except for those employees who work in the back
office.Employees responded that "group members will go out of
their way to help other members"negatively when comparing
groups of employees and positive amonggrOup members.Nine
employeesrespondednegativelytothestatementthat
disagreements are handled constructively.
Members responded that they enjoy "open, honest, and direct
communication" with varied answers.Nine of the employees also
do not feel they receive enough information to carry out their
responsibilities.However, those who work inthe front office
are more satisfied with the information they receive.There
were interesting responses to the climate section as well.When
asked about respect towards group members, ten responses were
very positive.Yet when asked about trust among group members
there was much disagreement.
Interview:There is a lack of cooperation between employees and
a lack of trust with management.This stems from the lack of
informationthe employees are receiving from each other and68
from the manager.One employee stated that she "constantly
feels suspicious of the other employees".All of the employees
each stated that they do not receive all of the information they
should. Ibelieve that employees attribute this to the
withholding of information by other members and a lack of direct
communication on the part of the manager.The technicians feel
theyhavelittledecisionmakingauthorityandareoften
discouraged from making suggestions by other employees on the
grounds that they are as one employee stated "the technicians,
not the office staff".
During the interviews, all employees, except for two who
workinthefrontoffice,discussedalackoftrustand
cooperation due to a lack ofinformation regarding policies, and
littleevaluationofpersonalperformance.Thelackof
information from management and from each other was a reason
for the lack of trust expressed by employees as well. Employees
reported that the manager isnot concerned about their work
related problems and that she is inaccessible to them.When
asked about the degree of openness and candor they have with
management regarding the information they receive, manywere
hesitant to discussconflict.Four of the employeesfelt
uncomfortablespeakingaboutconflictsinthemanager's
presence.When questioned as to the reason for this, the reply
was often a fear ofretaliation on the part of the manager.
"Groups of employees hide information from each other and from69
management in order to gain rewards for their group and make
otherslook bad", accordingto one employee.These four
employees also stated that constantly trying to receive rewards
has caused much competition among each other.
During the interview, the manager stated that itis not only
the competition between the groups that is causing a lack of
trust among employees, but her lack of knowledge as to how to
stop the situation thatis an issue.She has considered firing
those employees which are causing much of the tension, but has a
difficult time identifying those individuals.She believes that
her other alternative is to fire a group of employees.This would
cause her to lose two or three employees at one time.Therefore
she considers the issuedifficult to address.
The manager believes that she makes a great effort to make
employees understand what is expected of them.She said that
she posts notes and has given the employees guidelines and
procedures regarding what is expected of them.She added,"If
any of themis ever unclear, all they have to do is ask."I asked
her about the written communication that she sends employees.
She stated that she only posts notes when she really wants to
make a point because she doesn't feelthe employees listen to
her otherwise. When I asked her if she trusts her employees, she
stated that she does not trust them to make decisions in the best
interest of the organization.She also believes they are not
committed to their work and that she must constantly supervise
them.7 0
Observations:There is much intragroup support between the
three groups of employees.Employees in each group tend to
reinforce each others attitudes and beliefs regarding
controversial issues in the organization. Inoticedthereis a
high degree of cohesion among those who work inthe front
office.These employees spend much of their free time together
as well.This group is the most hostile towards the manager's
decisions.They deliberately make her work in the organization
more difficult by undermining her decisions.This group has
much influence because they control the work schedules of other
employees through booking of patients and they have the ability
tosolve problems quickly.
Ialso observed the written communication which the manager
sends to employees.These messages are often overly critical
and sharp in tone.They are sent to employees or posted in the
kitchen when sheisangry about anactionof one of the
employees.The employees resent this form of communication
and tend to ignore it. The manager has made an attempt to make
changes inexisting policies and to make sure employees are
aware of them.The communication distortion which is occurring
isan effort on the part of employees to avoid change. This
display of power towards management decisions was observed on
several occasions.
There are three types of communication distortion which
were observed.The first isgatekeeping, whichoccurs when not71
all of the information which has been received is passed upward.
Second, summarization involves changing the emphasis given to a
part of the message.Withholding of useful informationis the
third type of communication distortion.Each of these types of
communication distortion was found to be used byemployees for
purposes ranging from making the manager aware of good work to
making another employee look bad in the eyes of the manager.
Much of the withholding of information is on the part of the front
officeworkers whotrytokeepinformationfromothers
regarding collections and scheduling.
Data Analysis
The cliques that can be found among employees is one of the
reasons for a lackof cooperation between them.While the
employees share many of those traits which are necessary for
productivitysuchasacommonpurpose,participation
opportunities, social norms, and in many cases shared attitudes,
there is very little cohesiveness between the three work groups.
The difference in goals and the constant struggle between groups
toeither prevent or invoke change iscreatingthis problem.
There is a constantly struggle between the other employees and
the technicians.The techniciansare highly trained and very72
well paid. This could be a reason for the attitudes of the other
employees towards them. However, the technicians lack the
confidenceandselfassurancethatisneededtoassert
themselves during the decision making process.
Thefront office workers complain about the other
employees often. They cooperate with others only when they
must. These ineffective employees often affect the overall
productivityofthe group.This group clingstoestablished
procedures andvery reluctant to change existing policies. The
manager does not ask this groupforinput regardingher
decisions which has resulted in a power struggle in which there
is much resistance toher decisions.Therefore,this group
underminesthedecisionmakingprocessduringemployee
meetings and the possibility of success for the manager's ideas.
This groupispart of a fight for power between new
employees and and old employees as well.Thisis apparent
through the continuous acting out of grudges on the part of the
frontofficeworkers through the withholdingofinformation
regarding group norms and procedures from the new employees.
The defensive environment of this office is a result of not only
competition between groups of employees but a struggle for
change between the newand the existing employees.The
defensive climate has had a spiral effect in which cues from one
employee, verbal or nonverbal, creates hostility among an entire
group.As stated in the literature review, a person becomes more73
defensive as they areless abletoaccurately perceive the
motives, values, and emotions of others.The loss of effective
communication between groups of employees can be attributed to
this communication defensiveness.The defensive communication
of one person tends to create defensive postures in others.If
unchecked, the ensuing circular response becomes increasingly
destructive to the organization(Gibb, 1961).
Dissatisfaction with the adequacy of informationis one of
the factors which can be attributed to the lack of trust
employees have of management.Satisfaction with information
received about the organization is low for a number of reasons.
The first of these is the lack of opportunity for employees to
suggest improvements to the manager.Employee responses were
positive in the area of communication satisfaction.Theyfeelit
is best not to bring up issues in which the managerwill disagree
with them.The manager believesthe employees are well
informed and that she is open to suggestions.The employees feel
uninformed regardingpolicies and why those policies arein
effect. Therefore, openness and candor of employees is inhibited
due tolittleopportunity for upward communication, and the
differencesin perception regarding communication opportunities.
Studies have shown that employees feel they will be viewed
poorly by management if they bring negative information to the
attention of the manager.This behavior leads to a lack of
knowledge on the part of the manager regarding ideas for74
improvements that employees may have.These contradictory
perceptions are due to the manager's failureto communicate to
her employees that she isopen to criticism and suggestions.
She must supportherclaimbyrewarding employeesfor
communicating honestly and openly with her.
Much of the difference in perceptions can also be blamed on
the poor written communication of the manager.This is causing
a great amount of mistrust of management by the employees.
Because the officeis small, there islittlenecessity for written
communication in the form of memos.However, the manager
does write and post notestoher employees.Her written
communication often has a threatening quality toitand the
employees perceive these notes as warnings.Examples of such
messages are"If you are not going to start cleaning up the
kitchen thenIwill lock it up" and "from now on if you need a day
off you will have to ask the doctor yourself".These messages
often stem from questions or criticisms that the employees have
had regarding office policies.
The manager responds to these questions in a defensive
manner which serves to warn employees not to question her or
there will be consequences.Her messages areclear and to the
point. They often serve to create much hostility and hurt feelings
as the employees are not given a chance to discuss a new policy
or to provide feedback regarding assumptions that have been
made which have prompted policy changes.This has led to much75
inefficiency, especially regarding the paper work.It has also led
to a tremendous lack of trust of the manager as employees do not
have confidence in her reactions to feedback from them.
Another issue directly related to the lack of information
employees receiveismuch ambiguity regarding reasons for
many officepolicies.When askedifthe employees obtain
sufficientinformationtocarry out their duties, thoseinthe
front office were most satisfied, despite the fact thatitis the
lack of information from management to this group of employees
which is causing the many of the billingdifficulties.Hesitancy
of this group to respond negatively could be an issue of pride.It
possibility couldbe a lack of awareness by those in this part of
theofficethatbillingdifficulties can be attributedtotheir
work.
Many are unclear as tothe criteria is for good or bad job
performance or on what basis an employee receives a raise.The
effect of this has been much guesswork on the part of employees
as to the manager's satisfaction with theirperformance.For
example, one of the newer employees was not receivingfeedback
regarding her performance andassumed that management had
not recognized the work she was doing.Therefore, she made a
greatefforttopoint out her daily accomplishments tothe
doctor.He foundit aggravatingthat the new file clerk was
constantly talking to him about her work as he tried to see his
patients.The result was that the employee was fired for76
constantly bothering the doctor with petty issues.The degree to
which management gives employees a clear indication of work
performanceisrelatedtothequalityofleadership.This
employee was simply unaware of the rules andinneed of
feedback from management regarding her work performance.
Soliciting information from employees regarding what they need
to become more productiveis essential.Ifthere is to be trust
between management and employees, a willingness to share
information regarding the organization is essential as well.
The constant distortion of upward communication is afactor
contributingtoalackoftrustbetween management and
employees and each other.This chapter will begin with a brief
summary of thetypes of communication distortion which has
been observed. Iwill then discuss three factors which can be
attributed to this distortion by employees.The first factoris
thethreat of change, the second is the power struggle between
management and employees, and the thirdis fear of retaliation
from management.
The internal communication flow in an organization consists
of information from downward, upward, and horizontal sources.
The communicationdistortionwhichisoccurringinthis
particular organization is that of information from employees to
management.Recall that distortion of upward communication
occurs when one or moremodifications are made inthe
transmission of messages.The underlying cause of this77
exercising their power over situations which may affect them.
This display of power towards management has been observed on
several occasions.For example, there are a number of patients
who have not paid their bills and who the insurance company has
refused the claimfor payment.These patient's names are
supposed to be filed in collections and these individuals are not
to see the doctor again until the billis paid.This would be an
efficient method of handling delinquent payments.However, the
employeesdo not check to see if a patient has paid the bill
before they schedule him or her for another appointment.There
is a distortion in the communicationin that the employees tell
the manager that they do check the collections file. The resultis
a large amount of unpaid bills.The employees are specifically
ignoring the officepolicy regardingthis probleminorder to
demonstrate their power.Itis possible that the employee's fear
being giventheresponsibilityof having the reorganize the
collections filein the office.This gatekeeping occurs only with
communication which may be considerednegativeby the
manager.Itisinteresting to note that positive messages are
immediately reported to the manager in order to gain approval
and rewards.
The third reason for the distortion of upward communication
is that there is much resistance to change in the organization.
One ofthemost apparent reasonsforthedistortionof
information given to management is fear of changes which new78
information may bring. The manager has attempted to make many
changes regarding policies.Laying the groundwork for change
has not been done and this is one reason that change is being met
with much resistance.The manager has yet to understand and
identifytheunderlyingcommunicationproblemsinthis
organization.Instead, she opts forquick solutions rather than
systematicimplementationoflargerchanges.Employees
reported the manager is not concerned about their work related
problems and that she is inaccessible. The result of this isfear
of the unknown, resentment of being forced from established
habits,and defensiveness through thedistortionofupward
communication.While the employees agree that the manager
makes an effort to ask for their ideas regarding better planning
in the office, employees are not Comfortable about expressing
those ideas. The employees are hesitant to give the manager any
information which may allow her to make improvements in the
organization.
In conclusion, a lack of trust has led to fear about giving
negativeinformation.As aresult,thereisconsiderable
gatekeepinginrelationto change.Read(1982) found that
subordinates have a greater tendency todistortinformation
when the trustintheir supervisor is slowly acquired.This is
accentuated when the supervisorisperceived to have high
upward influence.Both of these factors are of relevance to this
organization as there has been much resistance to this manager79
as she has a great deal of upward influence.The employees have
a tendency to conceal their thoughts from the manager. They
believethey will be reprimanded in some way if they are
completely honest. The upward communicationdistortionis
stemming from a lack of trust by the employees that they are
freetocommunicatehonestlywiththeirmanager. This
distortion of information is costly to the organization. Defensive
behaviorisdefined as that behavior which occurs when an
individual perceives a threat. The lack of trust has created much
defensive behavior on the part of employees towards each other.
Given the continuous conflicts regarding power at staff
meetings, a lack of job definitions, a tremendous work load, and
a continuous resistance to change, there are manyperceived
threats on the part of employees towards each other.80
Chapter 6
Performance Standards
When all members share recognitionand are rewarded for
group achievement, the group is more likely to be effective.To
become effective, groups need successes. From that success the
group builds confidence as a team.The group is thenable to
meet new challenges. Inconsistency in the types of rewards and
punishments given, and the consistent rewarding of undeserving
employees are two issues which are hindering the effectiveness
of these employees.Due to these problems, employees are
competitive for rewards and are not exhibiting effective group
skills.This is true of individual successes as well.There are
few individuals who feel appreciated in this organization as the
employeesarenotresponsibleforspecifictask
accomplishments.The lack of high performance standards among
employees is a result of three issues in this organization.The
firstis the value the employees place on the rewards they are
given. The secondisthat thereisverylittleindividual
recognition, and the thirdis the lack of a consistent discipline
system.81
Data Presentation
Questionnaire:Nineemployees responsed to the questionnaire
statement that management consistently rewards those who
show high levels of performance positively.The back office
employees aremost dissatisfiedwith the rewards system.
Responses to the statement"people who get ahead inthis
organization do so because of their performance" was positively
answered by ten of the employees.When asked if management
gives credit and recognitiontothose who do a good job,
responses were positive as well, especially from the third group
with thoseinthat group giving the most positive responses.
This is most likely due to the frequency of rewards given to the
members of this group.When askedif members of the group
follow through ontheirassignments, employees responses
varied.Responses also varied to the statement "the group
actively looks for better ways to get the job done".All of the
employees except those in the front office responded negatively
to the statement"there is general group satisfaction regarding
the contributiontothesurvival and future success ofthe
organization".
Interview:During the interviewsit was revealed that82
employees arerewarded in groups. The employees who should be
rewardedfeelresentful towardsco-workers who are given
credit for their achievement.Seven employees stated that they
are unaware of management's system for rewards and discipline.
One employee commented, "we know that thepartyisfor
increased collections, yet she never specifically stated what the
employees had done to increase the collections that pleased her".
Another employee told me,"the severity of the punishment
depends on her mood.There is no formal system for discipline".
For example, one of the technicians injected a patient with
medication when the doctor was not present, a violationof
office policy. The technician told the manager what she had done.
The manager brought up the technicians past mistakes for which
she was never given a warning or reprimand and thenfired her".
When asked about the rewards that they are given as incentive,I
was told that employees are never really sure why they are
rewarded.One employee commented, "I don't know why we have
parties,I do know thatI have to attend them".
During the interview, the manager stated"employees know
what therulesare, andifthey break them they should be
prepared for the consequences." She also believes she isin a
position where she should not have tojustifyher discipline
decisions. She feels that she rewards employees often forgood
work, but they do not appreciateit. Iasked herif she has
specifically told the employees what they have done to deserve a83
reward such as a party.She replied that they allknow why.
Observations:The manager is unaware of the problems which are
created due to her lack of a discipline and rewards system.Her
reasons for rewarding employees have more to do with her lack
of specific job dutiesinthe office than a desire to provide
employee incentive.The parties serve as a tool for the manager
to be in the office.She tries to stay busy so that the doctor
knows she is working and contributing.Iobserved a great lack of
incentiveto be productive,especiallyfrom the back office
workers whose accomplishments areleastoftenrecognized.
These workers are responsible for much of the bookkeeping and
insurance work.They spend a great deal of time in order to
complete their tasks.This is not due to incompetence, but a lack
of incentive and a poor attitude regarding the organization.
Data Analysis
Employees do not value the rewards they are given inthis
organization.While itis the obvious goal of management to pay
for performance, the manager has chosen to supplement this pay
with rewards.The rewards are considered by some of the
employees to be a burden rather than an asset in their work.
When the manager receives information from employees which84
she considers to bepositive,there is often verbalpraise and
generous rewards are given.This is regardless of who gave her
the information or for what reason.For example, when the
collections of money from patients was high for the month, she
rented an airplane and took the entire staff and their children to
Disneyland for the day as a reward.The problem lies in that she
does not consider the value of the rewards she gives to
employees.Seven of the twelve employees are single parents
who are struggling to meet day care costs among other expenses
which come with being asingle parent.
Along with the insensitivity to the value that employees
place on rewardscomes a conflict with the timingof the
rewards.For example, the manager often rewards employees by
giving them a party whichison Friday or Saturday night.
Because of the family situation of many of the employees, itis
difficult for them to spend time away from their families on the
weekends.
Another factor which is not taken into consideration when
planning thesepartiesisthe questionastowhether the
employees wish to spend time with their co-workers on their
days off.Because of the nature of the parties and the small
amount of peopleinvited, the employees feel obligated to
attend as they do not want to offend either the manager or the
doctor.The effect of this type of reward is one of resentment on
the part of employees at having to give up family time to attend85
a social affair with co- workers. Perhaps monetary rewards
rather that parties,gifts,or family trips would be a greater
reward and a greaterincentive to be more productive.
The second factor thatis making the system of rewarding
ineffectiveisthat thereislittleindividualrecognition.While
employees believe that management rewards consistently for
good performance, they are unhappy with the lack of individual
recognition for accomplishments.The dissatisfaction displayed
by those employees who work in the back officecan be
attributed to the fact that they put the most effort into handling
the collection of money and thisis the basis for most rewards.
Since thisgroupis not given the individual recognition they
deserve, they do not have the confidence they should intheir
work, or the incentive to be more productive.Itis the front
office employees who areoftengivenrecognitionforhigh
monthly collections as the manager perceives that they collect
themoney.Thereisrarelyone employee who receives
recognition for an accomplishment,itis most often a particular
group of employees.
The rewards that are given, such as the trip to Disneyland,
may change theemployees' attitude toward her and may also
increaseloyalty towardsher,yet there are few productivity
increases.For example, the employees were given an Employee
Appreciation Day because collections were high for the month.
The employees received an expensive catered dinner at the86
Doctor's house, and a very large cake which said "Thank You"
with the employees names onit.Because the employees were
not aware of what they had done to deserve the reward on an
individual basis,itis not likely that they can make an increased
effort to ensure greater profitsin the future.The system of
rewarding employees has alsoledtoa greater competition
between groups in order to receive rewards.This is a factor
which can be attributed to the withholding of information which
may be valuable to other employees.Therefore, the rewarding of
employeesinthismanneriscausinggreatercompetition
between employees.
The third problem is theinconsistency in which employees
are disciplined.The manager attempts to discipline employees
forpast mistakes.I discussed an incident in which an employee
was fired for very little cause in the interview analysis section
of this chapter.This had a tremendous affect on the employees
as it furtherincreaseupward communication distortion through
the gatekeeping of negative information.Employees are fearful
that they will be punished for past mistakes at any time and are
concerned about their job security for this reason.Sometimes
thisdisciplineisa sarcastic comment or warninginfront of
others,other times the employee is fired.Management's written
warnings to employees are often harsh andnot well prepared.
Because they are usually written to an employee when she is
angry about a particular issue, her memos often resemble a87
lecture to the employee regarding a rule of which they may not
have known.This has created much uncertainty for employees
because when they make a mistake they do not know if they will
be warned or fired.Thisispoor for employee morale and
productivity.Italso greatly hinders the development of trust
between management and employees.88
Chapter 7
Leadership
The degree to which organizational leaders are willing to
initiateeffective communication strategieswillhave a great
affect on the organizational communication climate.Nagi(1975)
indicatesthatinterpersonalhealthorganizationsareoften
reluctant to engage in theprocess necessary to support a leader
other than the physician.This indicates that the physicianis
often viewed as the leader of a small organization even though
their medical trainingleaves themillequipped for thisrole.
These findings could indicate a reason for the difficultyin the
acceptance of the manager inthisparticular organization.
However, there are factors specific tothis organization which
are contributing to leadershipdifficulties as well.
DataPresentation
Questionnaire:The employees who work inthe back office are
mostdissatisfiedwiththemanagerintermsofgiving
assistance and being reasonable.The front officestaff feels
the manager is aware of problems existing at their level, the89
other two groups do not.The employee's response to the
statement"Ican disagree with management without fear of
reprisal" wasnegative by all employees except for the medical
technicians who responded positively. All employees feel they
are unable to get a direct response to a question that won't be
contradicted by anotherinauthority.Itisinterestingto note
thatthere wasno disagreementwiththestatementthat
management treats everyone fairly.
Interview: Oneofthemostinterestingfindingsisthat
employees do not like to be supervised as closely as they are and
that they would like to discuss problems with management. An
employees responded thatif they had more feedback regarding
their mistakes and more information regarding policies, there
would be greater task performance.Idiscussed the concept of
professional competence with them and asked each employee to
define this term.Responses are such things as "an appropriate
education to do the job, training in the field, leadership training".
It was clear to me that the employees were referring to their
manager's lack of training or experience.When asked about the
manager's leadership style, one employee commented on her
written communication style as being "unnecessarily hostile and
expecting the worst ofher employees".Another employee
commented that "she interferesinthe details to much and is
constantly peering over people's shoulders". When I asked about90
her leadership abilities,six employees agreed that she has the
ability to become a successful leader by substituting her
destructive behavior with more appropriate managerial skills.
According to one employee, "I expect her to give me a clear
message about what is expected and she hasn't". She tends to
prefacesadecisionorcriticismoftheemployeeswith
statements such as "The doctor says" or "The doctor is unhappy
about this". Another concern expressed by employees isthe
disagreement over who is the actual leader of the organization.
One employee said,"No matter what she says,he'll say the
opposite,Inever know who to believe".The employees from
each of the three groups were reluctant to discuss power issues
with me.The information thatIdid receive was regarding the
manager's misuse of power in the organization due to her secure
position.The medical technicians arethe most comfortable
with the manager's power in the organization. When asked about
thedistributionof accurateinformationinthe organization,
employees stated that they frequently make sarcastic comments
regarding the information they are given.They say that the
answer to a question depends on who you ask.
When Idiscussed the manager's leadership style and skills
withher, Ifound her perceptionsof the employees tobe
reasonably accurate. She knows employees are having a
difficult time adjusting to her style and with the way she was
given this position.She would like to work on ways to improve91
the communication in the office but does not know how.I asked
her how she feels about the duties of each employees.She said
that everyone tries to work together to complete tasks and that
there aren'treallyspecific job descriptions. She stated that
employee performance is very important to her because it shows
her husband she is doing a good job.
Observation: The manager attempts to provide direction through
task and social leadership functions in but has a difficult time
avoiding the domination of the group with her views and opinions.
While she stated that employee performance isimportant to her,
her actions and comments reveal that employee obedienceis
more important.The employees do what they think the manager
want them to do.One of the most needed leadership functions in
this organizationisgoal setting and decision implementation.
There is also a great need for specific job descriptions for each
employee, including herself.The manager seems to be unaware
ofthis.Her decisionsareconstantly challengedbythe
employees.Theyignore her written communication or they
downplay the quality and feasibilityofher proposals.The
employees inthe front and back office make an attempt to
exclude her from group conversations as well.92
Data Analysis
There are two issues which have made itdifficult for the
employees to accept the manageras their leader other than her
relationship with the owner. One consequence of this employee
inacceptancehas been a lack of confidence on the manager's
part in her ability to become a good leader.Iwillfirst discuss
the type of leadership style displayed by the manager and
addressessuch issues as leadership skills and power. Iwill
then describe her credibility as a leader asitisaffected by
family issues and gender.
The first factor which is creating inacceptance ofthe leader
is herleadership style. The leadership style is the way in which
a leader uses the degree of control she has over her employees.
Leadership can be defined in terms of characteristics, success
factor, and personality traits.Leadership types can be classified
in a number of ways.The manageris an autocratic leader who
imposes her decisions on others. This not only signifies a lack of
trustin the capabilities of the employees but serves to make
them resentful of herpresence.She uses her position to force
changes onthe employees.Likert(1967)suggeststhatan
autocratic leader gets faster results but that those results are
of poorer quality, may be counterproductive,and breed hostility.
Employees have confidence in the manger as a potential93
leader butare unsatisfied with her present leadership skills.
The employees especially expressdissatisfaction with the lack
of job definitions.Sheisreluctant to create job definitions
because as long as the office remains unorganized, she can prove
that she is needed.She currently has no specific duties in the
office and spends much of her time answering the phones and
planningofficeparties. Ifthe groups tasks werehighly
structured and the leader had a specific approach to management
of the office,itwould be difficultfor them to challenge her
decisions.However, since thereislittlestructure, and much
poor communication, the manager is considered at fault and her
authority is constantly challenged by the employees.
Clear communication is another skill which she must improve
upon.A lackofclear communication and lackofclarity
regarding expectations has created an assumption that she does
not possess the leadership skills that she needs. This leaderhas
yet to develop an appreciation of the needs of her employees.
The more that she continues to force herself onto the employees
as their leader, the more the employees resent her.Difficulties
in thisleadership position stem from her lack of understanding
regarding the type of leadership role which is necessary for this
organization to function effectively. This organization needs a
leader thatisunobtrusiveinthe work of the employees and
intervenes only when necessary. She continues to assert her
ideas onto the group with little success.Because of her94
unsuccessful attempts to change the organization by demanding
respect,she haslostcredibilitywiththe employees as a
competent leader.
The second topicIwill discuss in relation to her leadership
style is the way in whichpower is used. The technicians are the
mostsatisfiedwiththeleadershipstyledisplayedbythe
manager. This is most likely because this group has a great deal
of job security due to their specialized training.The manager
has little say in the work that they do or the policiesthey must
follow.Itis apparent thatall employees are insecure about
giving her the honest feedback that she needs in order to correct
her negative communication behaviors.For example, she tells
her employees to be candid with her and to feel free to discuss
issues with her regarding the office.Yet at the same time she
communicates her disapproval of criticism directed towards her
and a hostile attitude towards those who disagree with her.The
manager stated during the interview that employee performance
is most important to her.However, her verbal and nonverbal cues
tell employees thatitis obedience, not performance, that she
values in her employees.
The result of this is employees adapt their behavior and work
patterns in order to accommodate her ideas of how things should
be. The work that should be accomplished is often put aside so
that employees may do what the manager has asked of them. This
change in work procedures simply to accommodate her ideas is95
causing a decline in efficiency.
The third leadership factoraffecting this organizationis
the lack of understanding by the emoloyees as to who is the
leader.The first problem is the dual rolesthe manager must
fulfill.She must serve to keep the employees satisfied, and her
husband content that more money isbeing made due to her
presenceintheoffice. The physician wants changeinthe
organization which he beleiveswillcreated more productivity
and increased revenue.The employees are resistant both to the
change and the initiator of the change.The employees give great
weight to the fact that the manager is married to the owner of
the office and that she was hired because of this relationship.
Part of the reason forthislack ofclarityregarding
leadership is that the manager is caught in a conflict between
pleasing her husband and pleasing the employees. There is a
continuous distinction made by the employees that the manager
is also the Doctor's wife.She is therefore excluded from many
oftheconversations between employees whichmight help
strengthen her relationship with them.She is not considered a
part of the group because of her relationship with the physician.
This problem is due to actions by both the manager and the
physician. The manager uses her status as the Doctor's wife
excessively.Shemakes comments to employees such as "My
husband won't be happy about this". These comments serve as
scare tactics towards employee which weaken her position as an96
effectiveleader.
The personality of the physician adds to conflictingrole
expectations.The physician is a very quiet person who is not
interestedinrunning a medical practice.His concern inwith
taking care of his patients and with the amount of money which
is made at the end of each month.Therefore, he tells his wife to
speak to the employees about problems he notices.By doing this,
sheisputinapositionofcriticizingemployees forthe
physician.This gives the employees the impression that itis the
physician to whom they are accountable rather than the office
manager.The employees are not able to defend their actions to
thephysician. He makes many assumptions regardingtheir
actions which may changeifhe spoke with them about the
situation. This lack of defined leadership has left the employees
with the impression that itis not the manager to whom they are
truly accountablefor their actions.
Another factor which contributes to the lack of understanding
of employees as to who isthe leader can be attributedto
traditionalrole expectationsin the medical setting. Employees
discussed with me the problems of being caught between the
authority of the doctor and the authority of the manager during
the interview. While she has the authority to direct employees,
her decisions are often overriden by the physician.Employees
are constantly unclear as to who makes the decisions, who they
should ask questions, and to whom they are ultimately97
responsible. The tendency for the employees toregard the
physician as the actualleader may be attributed to the fact that
heis the only male in the organization.The actions of the
manager may play a part inthis tendency as well.Low self
esteem isoften attributed to the perception that one is not a
good leader.The constant negative behavior on the part of the
employees in the front office can be considered a factor in the
perception of the manager as a poor leader. Because the
manager asks her husband for help in making decisions, she sends
a message to the employees regarding confidence inher own
capabilities as the leader.Group member satisfaction is highest
when the leader of the group is considered by herself and others
to be competent.The conflicting role expectations,self esteem
and gender issues are factor which face thethe manager are
affecting her abilitly to lead this organization successfully.98
CONCLUSION
This study has addressedcommunication climate and
leadership issuesina small health care organization.What
remains is an integration of research findings and a review of the
research project itself.In the first section of this chapterIwill
discuss the communication problems identifiedinthis particular
organization. Iwill discus decision making, change,clarity of
information, and leadershipas they related to the problems of
cooperation and trust found in this organization.Second, Iwill
discuss what Ihave learned about organizations fromthis
research.Finally,Iwillidentify strengths and weaknessesin
this research and conclude with ideas for future study.
Decision Making
The decision making process that management and employees
use affects both the atmosphere of trust and cooperation.There
arepositive and negative consequences for this organization that
result from the way in which decisions are made. The positive
consequences include first agreater knowledge by employees of
the subject being discussed. Individuals may also be able to
contribute otherwise unknown information to the group.Second,99
group decision making allows for the employees to feel as they
have control and power.Third, there is usually greater
acceptance of a decision andbetter understandingifthe
decisionis made by the group rather than by an individual.
There are some negative consequences to the way in which
employeesmake group decisions in this organization as well.
Due toestablishedpatternsof power and controlduring
decision makinginthisorganization,much hostility among
co-workers has developed.There are many dimensions to this
conflict among employees. To a great extent,thisconflictis
created by the struggle for each employee to gain some control
over her work environment.Employees inthis organization
want to accomplish a task, but also valuesocialization and
interpersonalrelationships with co-workers.Decision making
procedures haveaffectedemployee relationsoutside of group
meeting timeinthree ways.First,the task of making a
decisioninwhich everyone agrees placesindividualsina
situationwhich thereissocial pressure tobe accepted by
others and to accept a certain alternative.When employees
reachan agreement regardingacourse of action, thereis
often adivergenceingoals. Because of thestruggle for
dominancethatoccursbetweenthethreeworkgroups,
individuals who do not participate in theprocess, such as the
medical technicians,feel isolated from other group members
and rarely are able to meet individual work goals.1 00
Second,group members tends to dwell on the aggressiveness
andhostilityofother members ratherthanontheir own
behavior whenmakingdecisionsduringstaffmeetings.
Employees tend to have exaggerated negative opinions of those
individuals with whom they disagree.
The third negative consequence for employees is that the
decision makingprocessgives some employees more power
than others.The decision making process puts employees in a
situation in whichsome individuals are perceived aspowerful
who would not otherwise be considered to have much influence
inthe organization.Employees tend toaccept solutions
suggested by accepted members of the group, especially those
who workinthe frontoffice,regardless oftheir agreement
withthatdecision.Theeffectisdominancebya few
individuals and the tendency tosupport popular individuals
rather than the best solution.A lack of a fair decision making
processhas led to dissatisfaction among group members as
employees who have power make efforts to keep that power by
withholding information from others.Employees who do not
have a great deal of power tend todistort information which
would help others to work effectively.
In conclusion,problems of power distribution discourage
members frombecominginvolved andbeinghonest with each
other. There is also social pressure to conform with the views
ofindividuals who are perceived to havepower. Therefore,101
group decision making, as opposed to decisions made solely by
the manager,haspositive and negative consequences in this
organization. However, the negative consequences makeit
difficulttorecommend thatthistypeofdecisionmaking
continue.The-employees should be able to make decisions which
affect them, but changesinnatureof the decision making
process must occur if there is to be trust and openness among
group members.
In order to resolve much of the conflict created by the
decision making process inthis organization, themanager
could begin tomake those decisionsregarding office policies
and procedures while giving the employees the opportunity for
input before the decision is made.If the manager made some of
the major decisions with the input of employees, she might a
better understandthe possible impact of her decisions onthe.
organization.This might also allow her to gain some control
over the front office employees, decreasing their opportunity to
manipulateboth the manager and other employees regarding
changes in the organization.Employees have been unwilling to
discuss work related issues with the manager because she tends
to avoid these discussions and because she becomes angry and
defensive when the organizationiscriticized.By allowing the
manager to hearsuggestions from employees regardingan
issue,trustofemployees and theirinputregardingthe
organization may develop. However,because these problems,102
givingmore decision making authority to this manager should
be carefully considered.To give more responsibilitytoa
manager who hasnot demonstratedtheabilitytomake
competent decisions would not solve many of the problems
facing this organization.
Given the alternatives, my recommendationisfor the
manager to learn how to become a more effective leader in this
organization.To do this, she must be taught how to lead the
employees as they make collective decisions.Her training must
teach her how to deal with the dominant personalities within
theorganization andtoencourage feedback from theless
responsive employees. She should also be taught how to analyze
the affects ofdecisions on the organization and when itis best
for her to make the decisions on an individualbasis.The
manager may greatly benefit from a comprehensive course and
individual training which will allow her to lead her employees
more effectively.
This suggestion would also benefit the employees. Currently,
individualsin each area tend to have similar goals. Employees
are askedtomake decisions which may or may not be
compatible withpersonal or group goals.Incompatiblegoals is
one reason for the conflict between employees.For example,
those workinginthefrontofficeconsider the number of
patients the doctor sees each day to be the most important
matter. Those working in the back office are much more103
concerned with how many of those patients were able to pay the
doctor.Issues such as thistend to become personalized over a
period of time.New employees are taught by group members
aboutexistingconflicts.Thisservestoensurethatpast
conflicts and conflicting goals remains the focus of intergroup
relations. Also,because the front office employees set the
agenda and lead the meetings during which decisions are made,
thereis an uneven amount of power among employees. This
influences how employees relate to each other outside of group
meeting time.
These are issues which should be addressed by a neutral
leader during group decision making.A manager trainedin
conflict management, group decision making, and issues of
power and control among groups would be able to effectively
allow the group to reach a consensus in a manner that allows
participation and expression of needs from all employees.
Leadership
The leadership style displayed inthis organization also
warrants review.Thisincludes a discussion ofrole conflict,
clear communication and management feedback as they affect
the communication climate of this case.Leadership style has a
significant impact on the relationship between employees and1 04
group performance inthis organization. Leadership traits which
are essentialfor group productivityinthisorganizationfall
under the heading ofcommunication competencies such as
directness, effective decision making procedures, group conflict
management skills, and social sensitivity.These are significant
because withouttrust,there would belittlerespect for the
leader and little willingness to follow her.The importance of
employee approval of the leader becomes relevant when one
takes into account the potential power that employees have in
maintaining or destroying the success of this organization.For
example, the decisions which are made by the employees in the
manager's absence are usually not in the best interest of the
organization.Employees avoid making decisions due to fear of
reprisal from the manager regarding a decision.Because of the
leadership style of the manager, the employees tend to avoid
riskydecisions.Thisleaveslittleaccomplished when the
manager is away from the office. There are three issues
regarding the leadership ofthis organization which have an
impact on the amount of trust and cooperation between the
manager and the employees.Thefirstisthemanager's
credibilityasitisaffectedbyherpersonaltiestothe
organization.The secondisherlackofclarityregarding
policies and change.The thirdisconsistency when rewarding
employees.105
Credibility
The manager's personaltieswiththe organization
negatively affects the way she responds the employees and
lessens her credibilityas a leader.The manager inthis
organization has financial ties to the business and she expects a
great deal fromemployees. The manager's reluctance to discuss
criticisms of her decisions, makesemployees cautious about
giving direct and honest feedback. Employeesperceiye the
manager as unwilling todiscuss work related issues which are
negative.
The extent to which the manager is willing to discuss work
related problems may be linkedtoher relationship with the
physician. Therefore, face saving may be anissuefor the
manager.By making itdifficult for employees to discuss work
related problems,itispossible for the manager togive the
appearance that there are few problems inthis organization.
The manager must often deal with conflicting agendas due to her
role as wife and her role as the manager. If shelistened to
employees and took their criticisms and comments seriously,
she would havetomake a great dealof changeinthe
organization regarding policies and procedures.In order to do
this, she must to admit to her husband that there are problems
in the organization and admit some of the responsibility.106
Less avoidance of issues may to remedyher lack of
credibility.The manager shouldacknowledgethather
communication, or absence ofdirect communication, greatly
affects the perceptions that others have of her as the manager.
The manager should also incorporate behaviors which serve to
encourage feedback and solicit participation from employees.
These are skills whichthe manager must develop in order to be
a competent leader.
Another issue whichisrelatedtocredibilityisthe
knowledge of the manager. The organizationwould benefitif
themanager was as knowledgeable about the field of health
care as her employees. Her lack of knowledge undermines her
credibility as a leader.Management decision making must
include an understanding of the effects of each decision on
employees.This will not only give her the ability to be critical
ofher employee's performance,itwillallowhertooffer
suggestions and praise as well.Because the manager of this
organizationisnot familiar with the work of many of her
employees, she is unaware of their level of performance.She
only has monthly income as a measurement of work.She relies
on monthly collections as a measure of work qualityrather than
a measure of work volume. A basic understandingof each
employee'sworkwouldleadtoincreasedempathyfor
employees.107
A third issue which affects the manger's credibilityis the
tendency for employees to respond to the doctor of this
organization as the leader.Health care organizations often have
multiple sources of authority. The problem is compounded by the
fact that the manager is insecure with her decisions and often
asked for the doctor's advise in the presence of the employees.
It was also compounded bythelackof leadershipskills
displayed by this manager and her relationship with the doctor.
While multiple sources of authority may be an issueinother
medical organizations as well, the extent to whichit becomes a
problem depends on the willingness for the doctor to allow the
manager to become the leader and the leadership skills of the
manager.The manager's decisions may be taken more seriously
if they are not ultimately made by the doctor.
Clear Communication
Many of the problems in this organization reflect a lackof
clear, direct communication from the manager regarding reasons
forrewards andreasonsforchange.A lackofclear
communication from managementhas promoted alackof
cooperation between employees in this organization.If there is
trust and cooperation among employees, employees may108
communicate more frequently, openly and directly.
The problems regarding lack of information about the reward
system inthis organization is fundamentally a communication
problem. If employees know what is expected of them, itis
possible for them to excel. Not only are unclear performance
standards of the managerlikely thecause of competition
among employeesforrewards,itcausescommunication
distortion on the part of employees.
Itisin the interest of management to have clearly defined
rules and policies.Unclear standards has created hostility and a
lack of trust towards management as employees do not know
what is expected of them or what to expect from management.
Because ofthis,they tendtobe ambiguous aboutany
information which may be viewed by others as a negative
reflection of their work.In order to resolve this problem,itis
essential thatcommunication not be hinderedasitis one of
the few means that management has for employee feedback.
Organizational change illustrates further communication
problems in the health care organization.Another factor which
has ledtoa lack of cooperationamong members of this
organization is the way in which change has been initiated.The
balanceofworkisessentialtotheoperationofthis
organization.When one procedure is changed, everythingis
affected.The manager seems more concerned with her109
authoritytocreate changes than withtheaffectsof those
changes.ln a complex organization, an emphasis on authority
simply leadstoresistance.Because the manager appears
unawareofthecomplexityoftheorganization,shehas
attempted to
promote change quickly.This has led to employee resentment of
her decisionsand the three groups of employees compete in
order to resist change in their part of the office. The employee's
resistanceto change may stem from the complexity of the
medical organization and the amount of information employees
must process on a daily basis.Because the work of individuals
in the medical fieldis often specialized, they may have assumed
rolesintheorganizationovertime.Employeesinthis
organization tend to be particularly resistant to change because
the changes make their work more difficult and because they are
not included in the decision to make changes.
The manager of this organization made changes expecting
quick results.An effective way of promoting change in this
organization would be to ask the employees what they think
needs improvement.Employeeinputbefore changes were
initiated would have led to greater improvements. For example,
ifmanagement had discussed with employees the need for
weekend work,the employees may have had suggestions such as
workingearlierorlaterinthe day.Or they might have
suggested an alternating schedule so that each employee worked1 1 0
one weekend a month. Whatever the decision, the employees
would have felt that they were a part ofit and that their needs
had been noticed. Because the employees were very affected by
this change and were not included in decision, theytend to
distrust the initiator ofthat change, the manager.
Fundamental changes which take placemust first begin
withcompetentcommunicationamongemployeesand
management.Change should begin with clear goals and a clear
explanationof the desired changes.Thiswillcreate more
security among employees as they then know what is expected
of them and how each change will effect them. Itisessential
that a new manager gain acceptance within the organization
before making changes. Once she has been accepted, employees
should be included in discussions of change and the manager
should rely heavily on employee feedback before implementing
changes.
Consistency
This organization lacks strong leadership in the area of
consistency regarding employee rewards. A lack of formal rules
consistently applied leads to ambiguity regarding standards for
rewards and discipline within the organization.Itisessential
that employees have specific standards of behavior on which to111
based their performance.Employees have little confidence in
decisions they make when the manager is away.This lack of
confidenceis caused by a lackof trustinthe manager's
reactions to decisions made in her absence.Management's
inconsistent punishments for mistakes made by employees has
led to a lack of productivity when the manager is absent. This
createsa lack of trust and self esteem as employees do not
know when theywillbe rewarded ordisciplinedfortheir
actions.
The managershould considerthree changes regarding
rewards in the organization.First, she couldmake efforts to
reward employeesforqualitycare and patientsatisfaction
instead of rewarding them for increased profits. Second,
employees should be told of themanager's perception of their
performance. A lack of understanding of the part of employees
has led to competition between employees for recognition. Rules
and policies are a common means for informing employees what
is expected on them.Because rules and policies specify actions
which should be taken,they should be clear and consistently
applied. Feedbackfrommanagementregardingwork
performancewillincreasebothtrustandselfesteemof
employees and management.Third,rewardsshould be tailored
to meet employee needs. This might serve as an incentive for
employees.
Consistency in rewards and disciplinewill lead to increased1 1 2
respect for management.More consistency from the manager
could also lead to a sense of control and security for employees.
Because of the nature ofthisorganization, the positiveor
negative performance of one individual is often dependent on the
work of others.The manager might consider the consequences
of rewarding employee too often as well as the value employees
place on those rewards.If the rewards are not perceived as
equitable by allemployees, thereisa great likelihood that
performance maysuffer.
Climate
As discussedinrelation to communication climate,the
quality of communication maybe influenced by who works with
whom over a period of time on a daily basis.This health care
organizationhas a significant amount of divergenceinthe
incomes and education of their employees and those who are
similar tend to work together most often.Because ofthis,
health care leaders should be aware of the extent to which
competition between groups may develop. Inthis organization,
workers became polarized over decision making issues and in
order to gain control over changes which were taking place.
Organizational task assignments often serve totell employees
who is superior andpower may be attributed to these1 1 3
employees.For example, in the case of this organization, those
who work in the front office are perceived to have a great deal
of power because they organize the employee meetings and
thereforeset the agenda.They are also in charge of scheduling
andhave an ability to make other employees work more or less
hours.This could effect the flow of communication between
employees as they try to gain power and influence through the
manipulation of information.Management should be aware of
power and control issues among groups of employees and make
efforts minimize this problem by allowing each employee the
opportunity forinput on an individualbasis. Rather than
promote theformationofgroupsof employees, theoffice
setting should be structured so that thereis as much contact
between all employees as possible.
As noted in the literature review, health care organizations
researchtendstoemphasize physicianandpatient
communicationratherthancommunicationbetween
organization members. Thisis due tothe importance of the
patientas aclienttotheorganization'ssuccess.Inthis
organization,the patient seems valued only inhis or her ability
to pay for services and employees valued to extent the can
produce and collect revenue.Profits are the motivating factor
for this organization.However, in order to ensure these profits,
communication betweenstaff members must be clear and
efficient. Information coordinationis essential to a health care1 1 4
organization due to the amount of information received and sent
on a daily basis.Employees must be given feedback regarding
performance in order to identify gaps in work performance and
promote changes.Since emphasis is put neither of the patient
oronclear communication,profitshave declinedinthis
organization.
Personal Insights
I have learned some things about organizations and about the
methodology thatIchose.The way in which group members and
leaders make decisions can have a greatimpact onthe
productivity of that organization.The environment in which a
manager works can have a great impact on perceptions of her
effectiveness as a leader.This viewisdifferent from my
assumptionenteringthisresearchthat communication
difficulties can be attributed only to the manager's leadership
style.
Ialsodiscoveredtheimportanceoftailoringan
organizationalrewardsystemtomeettheneedsofthe
employees.In many cases, attention and verbal approval may be
an appropriate method of motivating employees.However, I
found that monetary rewards may also served thisfunction.
Therefore,itis important for the managerto understand that a1 1 5
reward system will only be affectiveif employees are given
rewards which are valuable to them.Not onlyis the type of
reward important, butthe reason for the reward should be
examined closely by leaders.The manager should observe and
understand the causesofpoor performance and superior
achievement in order to determineifthere are factors which
are not personally related which may contribute to a change in
productivitylevels.
Ilearned some interesting things regarding the methodology
chosen as well.Using a multiple method approach allowed me to
gather information from individualsinboth verbal and written
form.While the interviews were valuable in allowing me to
talkwith each employee,employees seemed reluctantto
discuss many issues.Therefore, the interview was not the most
valuable tool.The questionnaireallowed a comparison of
responses among groups of employees.By comparinggroup
responses, Ibetter understoodattitudes of each employee
group.Through observation,information was obtained from
employees whichwas not filtered.The informationgathered
throughobservationshasbeenmostvaluabletomy
understanding of this organization.This isbecause data was
gathered that would not have otherwise been reported.It also
gave me an opportunity to characterize the qualityof work life
thatemployees experience.Finally,this method was most
useful in that it helpedto explain inconsistencies in data116
gathered previously.I would recommenda researcher observe
employees with more frequency than Idid.Also, a change the
nature of the interview guide to allow for more flexibilityin
the responses of the employees is recommended.
Research Limitations
This research provides some valuable insights into the
understandingofcommunicationinasmallhealthcare
organization.However, there are some limitations which should
be addressed.The firstisthe questionnaireused.This
instrument provides forLikert scale responses ranging from
agree to disagree on a scale of one to five with no response
available for a neutral answer.The intentioninomitting a
neutral response were to force employees to reveal information
which they may be reluctant to share.However,it may have
forced responses which may not have been representative of
attitudes and feelings.A second limitationisintheself
reporting whichIrelied on for much of my data.Because both
the questionnaire and the interview rely on self reporting,a
socially desired response may have been given.Thisis
especially true of thequestionnaire asemployeesresponded
to a list of prearranged items.A third limitation to the data1 1 7
gathered stems from my observations.Situations observed may
notoccur with the frequency thatIassume.The constantly
changing environment makes itdifficult to make generalizations
about any organization.The amount of timespent observing
this organization could have an impact on the reliability of my
findings.A fourthlimitationisthatexternal elements which
mayaffecttheinternalcommunicationprocess wasnot
addressed. Itispossible that some of the communication
problemscould be a product of poor communication from other
sources.The medical practice relies on timely and accurate
informationfrominsurance companies,hospitals and other
medical organizations.Issues surrounding productivity, upward
communication distortion,and management decisionmaking
could consequently be impacted by communication from other
sources.A fifthlimitationisthe awareness of the employees
that they were being studied.This awareness is also affected
by. their knowledge of my friendship with the physician and the
manager.While this, relationship can be viewed as a hindrance,
it can also be considered a strength of this research.Because of
our friendship,complete access to the organization was given.
Unannounced visits andaccess to all employee records and all
writtencommunications wasallowed. Therewereno
limitations placed on me.This enabled me to understand issues
in greater detail than would have been otherwise possible.1 1 8
Ideas For Future Research
There are a number of issues whichIhave found to affect
the communicationoforganizations which deservefurther
research.The firstof theseisthe extent to whichinitial
impressions of a leader by employees affects the perceived
quality of leadership.This would be interesting in that much of
the employee's resentment and hostility towards themanager
might stem from impressions they had of her before they met
her.The second issue is the extent to which the motivation of
employees affects the communication climate.Unconscious
motivations, such as habits which employees are not aware of,
may be a factor contributingtothe success or failureof a
business.The third issueis the extent to which personality
affects defensiveness in employees.Defensive behavioramong
employees can be related to both self esteem and trust inthis
organization. Itwouldbeinterestingto knowifthis
defensiveness can be attributedtopersonalityrather than
intergroup conflict.The -fourth issueis how employees use
ambiguity in their messages as a tool.Vagueness and ambiguity
are .a valuable method for employees when covering up mistakes.
This was especially useful in this organization as the manager
seems unaware of the exact nature of each employee's work.
The fifth recommendationfor future research is perhaps an1 1 9
identification of those gender differences which may affect the
communication climate.While this study may provide some
insightsintocommunicationinahealthcare organization,
there are many communication factorsinfluencing thehealth
care organization which deserve further research.120
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Hymes, D. (1972) Models of the Interaction of Language andSocial Life.in J.
Gumperz and D. Hymes (Ed.$) Djmotenzjaagg:s2Drzlielig raaogmotys2fi
Communication. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Examples of Studies Using the Framework:
Basso. K. (1970) To Give Up on Words': Silence in Western ApacheCulture.
Southwest Journal of Anthropology, 2, 213-230.
Katriel, T., and Phiiipsen, G. (1981) 'What We Need isCommunication':
'Communication'as a Cultural Category in Some American Speech.
ceszmmoicatignagaggangts 301-31
Purpose and Components of the Framework:
Hymes' framework was developed to describe any instance of naturallyoccuring
speech to discover the rules for speaking (the ways in which speakersassociate
particular modes of speaking, topics or message forms, with particular settingsand
activities).The goal is to describecommunicative competence in a speech
community.
Scene - the physical setting where talk occurs and the cultural definitionof the
scene
Participants - the actors in the scene for talk and their role relationships.
Ends - the purpose(s), outcomes, and goals of the talk.
Act Sequence - the relationship between what is said and how it is said.
Key - the tone, manner, or spirit in which the talk occurs
instrumentalities - the particular channel, language, dialect or speech variety
in which the talk occurs.
Norms - the normative aspect of the interaction among the partipants and the
normative aspect of the interpretation of the talk.
Genre - the cultural category of talk.
(English mnemonic SPEAKING; French mnemonic PARLANT : participants, raison,
(resultat), locale, agents (instrumentalities), normes, ton (key), types (genres))Time:
Participants:
Scene:
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Key:
Act Sequence:
Norms:
Ends:
Instrumentalities:1 26
Thisquestionnaireexamines yourperceptionoftheeffectivenessofyour
work group. The questionnairedeals with seven parts of thecommunication
process:planning,problemsolving,useofresources,responsibility,
motivation,communication,andclimate.Youranswerswillbekept
strictly confidential.
Planning
1.Our group goals are clearly defined.
2.There is a high degree of commitment
toward group goals.
3.My group sets high standards ofperformance.
4.The group does advanced planningto avoid
a crisis like situation.
5.Our goals are well coordinated with
other associated workgroups and with
higher organizational goals.
6.Management asks for my ideas aboutbetter
planning.
7.Whcn procedural changesarc made or new
equipment is placed in operation,my group
is properly trained and prepared.
8.Management provides adequate staffing.
Problem Solving
DisagreeAgree
12345
12345
12.345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12445
9.My group presents several optionsbefore
proposing a solution toa problem. 1234510.In resolving group problems, each member
of our group accepts a responsibility
and constructively works towards resolution.
11. We quickly resolve operational problems
so that personal conflict does not build up.
12.There is a general satisfaction concerning
the quality of operational decisions that
affect our group.
13. Management accepts the consequences of a
wrong decision and does not pass the blame
to subordinates.
14.If 1 have trouble in my job I can count
on my superior to be reasonable and give
necessary assistance.
Use of Resources
15.Group members utilize the skills of other
members.
16.There is adequate time and money to meet
important goals.
17. The group displays a high level of
professional skill required for the
job.
18.Our group meetings are action oriented
and productive.
19.Members arc efficient in how they spend
their time.
20. My job makes good use of my skills and
abilities.
21.People who get ahead in this organization
do so because of their performance.
22.Whcn needed we receive training in a
timely manner.
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Disagree Agree
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345Responsibility
23. Members of my group will go out of
their way to help other members.
24. Members know each other`others assignments
and responsibilities.
25. Members of my group follow through on
their assignments.
26. my job gives me the chance to learn new
skills and techniques.
27. My job allows me to identify and solve
problems on my own.
28. Through discussion with management I
can influence the decisions that affect
my job.
29. My group actively looks for better ways
to get the job done.
30. My group accepts the consequences when
we make the wrong decision.
31.I have a personal sense of responsibility
to help the office be profitable.
Motivation
32. We have a record of success that provides
a sense of pride.
33.There is a general group satisfaction
about our contribution to the survival
and future success of the organization.
34. Employee benefits are good.
35. Management consistently rewards those
who show high performance.
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12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345129
36.I am making progresstowards my career
goals.
12345
37.What happens inthe office is important
to me.
12345
38.I take personalpride in doing myjob well.
12345
Communications
Disagree Agree
39. My groupenjoys an open,honest, and
direct style ofcommunication.
40. Disagreements arehandled constructively
and we learnfrom the discussion.
41. Membersof my group obtainsufficient
information to carry outtheir
responsibilities.
42. Managementkeeps me informedof proposed
solutions to problemsexisting at my
level.
43. My supervisoris aware of problems
existing at my level.
44, Managementgives credit andrecognition
to people whodo a good job.
45.I clearly understandthe benefits available
to me_
Climate
46. Members of mygroup have ahigh degree
of respect for thecompetence andability
of the othermembers.
47. My immediatesupervisor treats everyone
fairly.
48.I can honestlydisagree with management
without fear ofreprisal.
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
12345
1234549. Members of my work group trust each
other.
50.I feel that management will fairly
represent my interests on issues
concerned with pay and working c'nditions.
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SUPPPORTIVENESS
1. How comfortable do you feel to discuss problems with your manager?
2. Do you feel your manager understands your work problems?
3. Does your manager encourage you to let her know when there are
problems at work?
4.Does your manager express her confidences in your ability to
perform? How?
5. Does your manager listen to you?
6. Do you feel your co-workers support you in your job related duties when
it is necessary?
7. Do you know each other's general job duties?'
8. Are you supported by your work group? To what extent?
OPENESS AND CANDOR
1. Does your manager encourage you to bring information to her even
if the news is bad?
2. Is your manager willing to give a fair hearing to your opinions
regarding office procedures or work related issues?
3. Do you feel comfortable to say what you are really thinking to her?
4. To what extent is your manager candid with you regarding your
performance at work?
5. Are you satisfied with your manager and co-workers as sources
of job related information?
6. Is an adequate amount of information received for you to do your job
well?
7. Is the written communication you receive useful?
8. What changes would you like to see in this office in regards to
both written and verbal communication?
9. What are the major communication strengths of this office?
10.What are the major weaknesses?
DECISION MAKING
1. To what extent are you asked about decisions which affect you?
2. Are decisions which affect the group usually made
with most people in agreement?
3. How involved are you in making decisions which affect you?132
MANAGER INTERVIEW
1. Do you help your employees understand what is expected of them? How?
2. How do you make sure everyone has received accurate information
regarding a certain subject or issue?
3. Do you feel your employees have a personal commitment to acheive
office goals?
4. Do you feel you help your employees solve personal problems at work?
5. Do you trust the judgement of your employees?
6. Do you encourage your employees to take increased responsibility?
7. Do your employees see the rewards related to excellent experience?
8. How do you encourage mutual understanding and support among your
employees?
9. Describe the general job duties of each employee?
10.What are the communication stregnths of this office?
11.What are the communication weaknesses of this office?
12 To what extent do you feel the written communication you send is
valuable?
13.What could you do to increase accurate communication
among employees?
14.When does conflict occur among employees and why?
15.Do you inform your employees if they have done a good or poor
job of meeting organizational goals? How?